Title: ELECTRONIC ADVERTISEMENT METHOD AND SYSTEM USING ADVERTISEMENT INTERMEDIATION SITE

Abstract: The present invention is related to an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising: registering an electronic ad of a sponsor with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site; distributing the registered electronic ad to a text writing area of other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the registered electronic ad to said other site including at least one text writing area; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; and rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result of the distributor member.
Description

ELECTRONIC ADVERTISEMENT METHOD AND
SYSTEM USING ADVERTISEMENT INTERMEDIATION
SITE

Technical Field
[1] The present disclosure relates to an electronic advertisement method and system using an advertisement intermediation site; and, more particularly, to an advertisement method and system that enable any members of the advertisement intermediation site to distribute the electronic ads registered on the advertisement intermediation site to any sites existing in a network and to get rewards for their ad-distributing actions. Furthermore, the present disclosure relates to an electronic advertisement method and system that enables general network users to easily distribute the electronic ads from the advertisement intermediation site to a partner site and also achieve contextual advertisement.

Background Art
[2] As the network infra including internet or wireless communication is constructed, the cyber-spaces provided in the network are utilized for various purposes such as shoppingmall, game, community, information management and etc, and the range of these utilizations is gradually expanding corresponding to the development of the network technology and the wide spread of personal terminal with wire or wireless communication function, good performance and cheap price.

[3] According to the above-described tendency, the advertisement put in a cyber-space provides almost the same or sometimes more advertisement power in comparison with the broadcast advertising made in Radio and TV or the outdoor advertising made in the building structure, and thus the electronics ads provided to the network user via PC or portable terminals such as cellular phone and PDA(Personal Digital Assistant) are becoming an important meal ticket for a wire/wireless search or portal site.

[4] With regard to this, various business models that enable the distribution of the sponsor's ads on the internet are proposed, and the Korean Patent Publication 2001-0067802(hereinafter, "Priorartl") is one example of those models.

[5] Priorartl relates to an electronic advertisement method using personal homepages and suggests an idea that derives unconscious advertising effect by bulletining the ads on a plurality of personal homepages. More specifically, the advertisement method
according to Priorart1 includes: a step for a consumer selecting an ad bulletin on a member's homepage and visits to a site linked with the ad at the same time with the ad selection; a step for the consumer inputting purchase information including a price and a payment method for a purchased product on the visited site and settling with the purchased product; a step that an advertisement intermediation site calculating a discount rate for the member's homepage according to the purchase information and transmits the discount rate information to the member; and a step for reflecting the discount rate to the price of a product advertised on the member's homepage according to the discount rate information.

[6] However, Priorart1 has a limitation in that the only member who can bulletin ads so as to get a discount rate is the one who owns a personal homepage. On the internet, there may exist D1 portal site managers who provide personal homepage or blog, D2 individuals who own personal homepage provided by portal sites as members of the portal site, and D3 a plurality of general visitors who visit the personal homepages, and thus it is apparent that the number of the general visitors is the largest among these three groups. Therefore, Priorart1, which only allows the personal homepage owner to bulletin the ads so as to get an income, treats the largest group (that is, general visitors) as a mere advertising object instead of advertising subject. This may be a serious problem since the electronic ads, which should be distributed as much as possible so as to maximize the advertisement effect, can only be distributed by a small number of personal homepage owners. Moreover, if the personal homepage of Priorart1 is provided by the portal site, using the advertising method of Priorart1 to make a personal profit may be a violation of the portal's management policy which prohibits member's profit-making using the portal's blog or homepage, and in this case advertising action on personal homepages such as blogs may be blocked by the portal site manager.

[7] In the meantime, there is also suggested another business model of distributing sponsor's ads on the internet using an advertisement brokering host, and an example of which is PCT publication WO2001/037158 (hereinafter, "Priorart2").

[8] Priorart2 suggests an electronic advertisement method using the advertisement brokering host for brokering a plurality of internet ads between an advertiser (that is, a sponsor) and an individual website operator via the internet. The host according to Priorart2 includes a database for storing each internet advertisement identifier that corresponds to each internet advertisement and data on the effectiveness of an internet advertisement. The advertisement brokering host provides a webpage for publishing
internet ads and corresponding advertisement guide information so that a website operator is allowed to take internet ads onto his or her website. A website operator or a publisher can receive an advertisement income with respect to data on the effectiveness of all internet ads which have been displayed on his or her website irrespective of advertisers. Also, advertisers can pay charges for advertising services irrespective of publishers taking and loading ads onto their websites.

According to Priorart2, a publisher who has a small number of visitors is allowed to load ads without receiving the approval of an advertiser. As a result, small-scale advertisement is encouraged. In addition, since an advertisement fee can be calculated in an advertisement brokering host, a number of advertisers and publishers can engage in advertising activity at their desire.

However, in Priorart2, the person who can load ads from the advertisement brokering host, or the electronic ads distributor should be a website manager so that a person who does not manage or own a website is unable to participate in the electronic advertisement method disclosed in Priorart2, and this in turn may be the reason for the limited distribution in consideration of the fact that the number of website managers is extremely small in comparison with the number of total internet users.

Furthermore, Priorart2 does not give any solution for obtaining internet ads except the sponsor’s voluntary ads although the variety and quantity of the internet ads should be secured for the revitalization of the advertisement brokering site. Also, the electronic ads distributed by the website owner according to Priorart2 are subject to be recognized as a pure advertisement by a website user and this may result in internet user’s refusal reaction and thus a negative influence upon the click-rate of the distributed ads.

On the other hand, the electronic advertising of the prior art has been done by installing banner or pop-up ads on some part of the screen in a portal site and exposing them to the internet user, but this kind of electronic advertisement has the following problems:

At first, it cannot be expected to distribute a lot of electronic ads on a huge number of network pages comprising various and enormous contents in the electronic advertisement method according to the prior art. The electronic ads need to be distributed as many and various pages as possible so as to obtain a satisfactory electronic advertisement result, but the banner ads or pop-up ads are limitedly executed on a predetermined website page and predetermined position designated by the website owner who made an advertisement contract with the sponsor so that it cannot be expected for
the electronic ads to be distributed on various and many web pages. Of course, for example, it may be possible for a portal site that supports personal blogs to insert banner or hyperlink-type ads not only on the portal's main page but also on some part of the personal blogs, but this may confront with another issue that blog ads forced by the portal site needs to be minimized to guarantee the independence of the personal blogs.

Secondly, in the conventional electronic advertisement method, the network user is forced to be exposed to a predetermined electronic ad so that the ad is subject to be treated as an obstacle that disturbs network surfing instead of useful information, and endlessly pop-up ads on every page visited are sometimes the cause for increasing the load in both the user terminal and the network server especially when the speed of the network circuit used by the network user is slow. Also, since the conventional electronic advertisement method mechanically and regimentally provides ads regardless of the network user's purpose who visits a site, there is a limitation in achieving the contextual advertisement that considers the web user's intent of web browsing. In fact, although a number of ads that can be seen in the present website are mostly not related with the webpage's text content at all, sponsors are spending enormous advertisement cost to display their ads on the pages of portal sites.

Furthermore, in the conventional electronic advertisement method, even though the network environment has a characteristic that enables relatively easy interactive communication between the site owner and the site visitor compared to the outdoor advertising or broadcast advertising, said interactive characteristics cannot be fully utilized since the network site exposes one-sided ads to the user who visited its page only after the network site completes the contract with sponsors just like outdoor advertising or broadcast advertising. In other words, although the true subject that creates and consumes information on the network is the network user, the network user who provides advertising foundation is merely treated as an exposure object of advertisements.

To overcome the above-mentioned problems of the conventional electronic advertisement method, other types of electronic advertisement method are suggested, and an example of which is Korean Patent Publication 2003-0091085 (hereinafter, "PriorartS") that relates to an internet advertising exposed on the background of webpage according to mouse activity over text keyword, and a rough structure thereof is shown in Fig. 1.

Priorart3 proposes an electronic advertisement method that continuously shows an
ad-content on the background screen of a webpage when a web user put his or her mouse near a specific text keyword of the webpage. According to Priorart3, an electronic ad is exposed only when a user approaches the mouse near a specific keyword unlike the conventional banner or pop-up advertising and thus a user may highly focus and recognize an electronic ad and this may in turn raise the possibility of user's ad-click. Also, Priorart3 may be modified to maintain the ad-image on the background screen even after the user clicks a specific keyword of the webpage to move to another webpage and thereby an advertising effect may be continued even when the web user is not using the webpage any more.

However, in the electronic advertisement method according to Priorart3, the ad is still mechanically and regimentally provided to the web user accessing the web server based on the coupling relationship between ad-content and text keyword that are designated only by the sponsor and the website manager. Therefore, the predetermined keyword may only execute a regimental and mechanical advertisement regarding the predetermined electronic ad so far as the coupling relationship between the ad-content and the text keyword does not change. For example, assuming that a keyword "apple" has been designated to advertise a computer product manufactured by American Company APPLE, then the keyword "apple" can only mechanically output computer-related advertisement even in the web pages which deal with fruit sale such as apple or the educational web pages which are designed to teach the meaning of English word, apple. In consideration of this assumption, it cannot be said that the advertising method suggested by Priorart3 overcame the mechanical and regimental problem of the conventional advertisement method.

Moreover, since a person who may create a tag type linkage between the electronic ad and the text content existing in network webpage is eventually the owner who manages the website that contains the network webpage, Priorart3 is inefficient in that a manager should create each linkage on every single word existing in his or her numerous web pages.

In addition, since the electronic ads are distributed based on the mechanical keyword base, it is hard to distribute electronic ads to various and many web pages provided by the web server so that satisfactory advertising result cannot be expected especially in a case that keywords that will be linked with ads are exhausted, or keywords with sponsor's preference has been already occupied by other sponsor, or the sponsor selects rarely used keyword. As can be easily seen in Fig. 1, the only advertising subjects are the sponsor and the website manager in the electronic advertisement.
method of Priorart3, and the web user 30 is still only treated as an exposure object of the electronic ads.

[21] In the meantime, there are also suggested electronic advertisement methods that improved the advertisement participation degree of the web user in comparison with the electronic advertisement method shown in Fig. 1, one of which is Korean Patent Publication 2005-0086104 (hereinafter, "Priorart4") relating with a system and method of profit sharing by bulletin board including advertisements chosen by authors and the other of which is Korean Patent Publication 2004-0071786 (hereinafter, "Priorart5") relating with a user based advertising method on internet boards and cyber-space where multi-users make contact and watch. Fig. 2 schematically shows the electronic advertisement system disclosed in Priorart4 and Priorart5.

[22] Priorart4 is an invention regarding a method to share a profit obtained by exposing both the advertisement and the content to the reader with the content maker selecting the advertisement in consideration of the content's characteristics. That is, Priorart4 is aimed to maximize the access number versus exposure number of the electronic ads by letting the content maker select the ads considering the reader's propensity. More specifically, the electronic advertisement method according to Priorart4 is comprised of the following steps: collecting, storing, distributing and managing ads that will be included in a bulletin board; providing the ads to the content maker for advertisement selection; making the content maker bulletin the board with the provided ad that corresponds to the text character; exposing the ad when the reader accesses the content; inputting the data about the substance of the exposed ad to the sponsor company's database and the advertisement exposure management database; and distributing the profit to the content maker on the basis of the inputted data.

[23] Also, Priorart5 relates to an advertising method in a cyber-space such as an internet board in which a multitude can access information. More specifically, Priorart5 includes the following steps: a first step of user's member subscripting and logging-in at a system comprised of a user computer, a main site and server that perform member management, advertisement storage, advertisement transmittance and reward, and a company that wants to advertise; a second step of contracting an advertisement and determining the content and process of the advertisement; a third step of accessing a cyber-space such as a bulletin in which a multitude can contact and watch and uploading an information including text writing; a forth step of storing the ad and the uploaded information by the user together in the main server; a fifth step of displaying the information attached with the ad when a user accesses the bulletin board; and a
sixth step of executing verification and reward for the user's advertising. The
electronic advertisement method according to Priorart5 is a method to provide a web
user with a motivation for the advertising by a reward like Priorart2 and adopts the
way to allow a web user to participate in advertising by letting the writer bulletin both
the board content and the electronic ads.

However, the electronic advertisement methods according to Priorart4 and Priorart5
are limited in distributing the electronic ads to a number of various pages. Of course,
in Priorart4 and Priorart5, the member 60 of the site 50 bulletins a text with an ad
instead of the manager of the website 50 provided by the web server 52 interacting
with DB server 51 and settlement server 53, and thus more satisfactory distribution
result than the banner or pop-up advertising may be expected when there are a lot of
members 60 who want to take rewards from the advertising bulletined with the text.
However, since the member 60 of the website 50 needs to write a bulletin board to
upload an electronic ad, a member 60 who is unwilling or indifferent to text writing
may feel a burden of writing a bulletin board to participate in advertising, and thereby
there may be still a limitation in distributing the electronic ads to a number of various
bulletin boards.

Furthermore, in a case that the member 60 of website 50 should take a role for both
ad-distributor and bulletin-writer, the quality of bulletin boards written in the website
50 is inevitably subject to decrease in consideration of the point that a member 60
pursuing a profit from participation in advertising may not want to spend much time on
writing bulletin boards just for the advertisement. That is, the high degree of the
correlation between ads and bulletin boards cannot be expected even according to the
electronic advertisement methods of Priorart4 and Priorart5.

Also, if only the writer 60 judges the correlation between the bulletin board and the
advertisement in advertising and links an ad with the bulletin board only based on his
or her own personal thought, the advertisement may be far from the interest of the web
user 70 reading the bulletin board. Although the advertisement may be functioning as a
kind of information more than a mere advertisement if it corresponds to the network
user’s concern, an advertisement only performed based on the advertisement
knowledge of bulletin writer 60 may confine the expectable information value of the
advertisement.

Especially, since the web user 70 previously determines the content of the ad-
vertisement when subscribing a membership in the website 50 that will display the
distributed advertisement and bulletin board and only the advertisement content
determined at the time of subscribing is attached to every text written by the same web user 70 in the website 50 in the shape of ID or avatar in Priorart3, Priorart3 is actually irrelevant to contextual advertising.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

To solve the above-mentioned problems of prior arts, the present invention is aimed to provide an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site that may revitalize the electronic advertisement by making any users using a network environment be able to distribute electronic ads to any sites so as to take rewards for the distribution activity.

The present invention is also aimed to provide electronic advertisement method that may maximize advertisement result by achieving contextual advertisement with unspecific multiple users in a network still being able to distribute ads easily to other site via the electronic intermediation site.

Moreover, the present invention is aimed to provide an electronic advertisement method to strengthen the base for contextual advertisement by utilizing electronic bulletin pages of a partner site in distributing electronic ads.

Furthermore, the present invention is aimed to provide an electronic advertisement method that may revitalize electronic advertisement by making the advertisement intermediation site obtain and secure enough electronic ads which will be intermediated for advertising.

Also, the present invention is aimed to embody and provide an electronic advertisement system for executing said electronic advertisement methods.

Technical Solution

In accordance with the first aspect of the present invention, there is provided an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising: registering an electronic ad of a sponsor with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site; distributing the registered electronic ad to a text writing area of other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the registered electronic ad to said other site including at least one text writing area; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; and rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first
advertising fee based on the advertising result of the distributor member.

That is, in the electronic advertising method according to the first aspect of the present invention, it is possible for any user of network environment such as wireless mobile communication to distribute the electronic ads registered in the advertisement intermediation site to any site as far as the site includes text writing area. In this way, the electronic advertising through the network may be revitalized since the sponsor may have a satisfactory advertising result and the distributor member may have an income with advertising activity. Basically the present invention is considering the point that the distribution of electronic ads cannot be activated if the distributor of electronic ads is confined to a website manager and it is very ineffective to treat the numerous internet users as a mere advertising object in the advertising intermediation. That is, the present invention makes it possible to insert electronic ads into the text writing area existing in the network site and thus makes it also possible for general internet users besides the owners or managers of websites to distribute electronic ads to other sites where the general web users do not have management authority and to make an income by the distribution activity.

In relation to the above-described prior arts, the first aspect of the present invention is differentiated with the prior arts by the following reason.

That is, in the present invention, the distribution of electronic ads occurs with the attachment of "distributor-identifier" to the distributed electronic ads in addition to the ad-identifier unlike the prior arts. Here, "distributor-identifier" is a unique identifier provided to a member who executed the distribution process of electronic ads among the members of the advertisement intermediation site, and acts a role just like a marker attached to the distributed electronic ads for the purpose of connecting the distribution activity of a member of the advertisement intermediation site with the management and reward of the distributed electronic ads. Therefore, the adoption of the distributor-identifier in addition to the ad-identifier in the present invention has an important technical meaning in that the advertisement intermediation site guarantees a definite reward to the member who distributed the electronic ads by administrating distribution, management and reward regarding electronic ads in a unified manner with the distributor-identifier.

"distributor-identifier" also has an important technical meaning in that the advertisement intermediation site needs to surely motivate the members to participate in the intermediation transaction of ads for revitalizing the advertisement intermediation site since the present invention is basically an invention related with "intermediation of
ads”. If a member who participated in the advertisement intermediation cannot predict the reward for the intermediation activity and expect a definite income, it would be very difficult to expect for the members to revitalize the advertisement intermediation site by distributing the electronic ads.

The characteristics of the present invention relating to the above-described "distributor-identifier” are also in a close relation to the process of monitoring the distribution status of the distributed electronic ads and calculating the advertising result. That is, since the distributed electronic ads are attached with the distributor-identifier at the time of ad-distribution, when the distributed ads are read or clicked, the server of the advertisement intermediation site can not only grasp the advertising result of the distributed electronic ads but also grasp and manage the information about which distributor member is related with the advertising result exactly and certainly.

In other words, the present invention is a method for achieving a vigorous advertisement intermediation transaction by a definite distribution and reward of electronic ads in the advertisement intermediation site, and is adopting a technique to attach the distributor-identifier to the electronic ads distributed via the advertisement intermediation site and thereby making it possible to manage the distribution record and advertising result of electronic ads per the distributor member in a lump at the side of advertisement intermediation site.

In this way, it is possible to reward for the distribution activity of the distributor member definitely since the present invention adopts the component of the distributor-identifier. As described above, since the present invention introduces the distributor-identifier for the distribution motivation of the distributor member and also for the management of distribution and reward of electronic ads in a lump at the side of advertisement intermediation site, the "first advertising fee" is a reward for the distribution activity, which is provided to the distributor member definitely.

Besides, the present invention considers the distribution situation that the electronic ads are distributed in the "text writing area” so as to facilitate the distribution of electronic ads. In case of the prior arts, the electronic ads such as banners were recognized as an outdoor advertising to the website user. Thus, the banners that are almost the same with an outdoor advertising to the web surfing user show explicit intention to approach to the users commercially so that those kinds of ads may be just an irritating stuff for the web users. However, the present invention shows the electronic ads to the network user as a kind of content or information related with the content by applying the electronic ads inside the text writing area because the purpose
of improving the effectiveness of advertising result by voluntary participation in advertising cannot be satisfactorily achieved without removing said negative recognition on the electronic ads.

Furthermore, in the first aspect of the present invention, said distributing of the electronic ad may be performed by means of copy-and-paste with copying the electronic ad from a server of the advertisement intermediation site on clipboard and pasting it to said other site, and a text included in the electronic ad copied on the clipboard may be made into an image by the server of the advertisement intermediation site.

This is for removing the possibility of the distributor member modifying the text content of the electronic ads on the copied clipboard without the permission of the sponsor when the advertisement intermediation site provides the electronic ads of text type to the distributor member.

Next, according to the second aspect of the present invention, there is provided an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising: registering an electronic ad of a sponsor with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site; receiving a request from a manager member who manages a site to make the site a partner site and establishing a partnership with the site of the manager member with installing an ad-interface in the partner site; distributing the registered electronic ad to the partner site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the registered electronic ad to the partner site using the ad-interface; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; and rewarding the partner site with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a second advertising fee based on the advertising result at the partner site.

The second aspect of the present invention may be partly modified into an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising: registering an electronic ad of a sponsor with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site; distributing the registered electronic ad to other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the registered electronic ad to said other site; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; transmitting a partnership request message with the advertising result to a manager of said other site.
and making said other site a partner site with installing an ad-interface that enables
said distributing in the partner site; and rewarding the partner site with a portion of an
advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a second advertising fee based on the ad-
vertising result at the partner site.

Furthermore, according to the second aspect of the present invention, there is also
provided an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation
site that manages a database of at least an electronic ad of at least a sponsor together
with an ad-identifier of each electronic ad and interlocks with at least one partner site
providing a distribution page where the electronic ad is distributed, comprising:
providing an ad-interface that can be placed anywhere inside the distribution page by a
distributor member who visits the partner site and is going to distribute the electronic
ad to the partner site as a member of the advertisement intermediation site; providing
the electronic ad of the database for selection of the distributor member when the
distributor member designates a posting position of the ad-interface and securing a dis-
tribution history information including the ad-identifier of the distributed electronic ad,
an identifier of the distributor member, an identifier of the distribution page and the
posting position information when the distributor member selects the electronic ad that
will be distributed and loaded through the ad-interface; monitoring distribution status,
exposure number and click number of the electronic ad distributed using the ad-
interface based on the distribution history information so as to calculate an advertising
result; and rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid
by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result.

The above-described second aspects of the present invention are all considering the
unique characteristics of the website where electronic ads are distributed. Here, the
"unique characteristics" means that the owners of the sites existing in the network such
as internet or wireless mobile communication have management authority for their
own site but they become mere visitors who don't have management authority in other
site. That is, even though the electronic ads had been distributed a lot through the ad-
vertisement intermediation site, the distributed electronic ads may be nothing but a
kind of bulletin boards that violated the management policy of the site in view of the
owner or manager of the site so that there cannot be any advertising result if the owner
or manager of the site deletes the electronic ads distributed on his or her site. This is
the reason why the present invention adopted the concept of "partner site".

Therefore, in the present invention, all the manager of the network site has to do is to
approve the ad-distribution activity on his or her site by registering the site as a partner
site and installing an ad-interface, and then the owner or manager will get paid a predetermined advertising fee for the advertising result occurring in the site (that is, the second advertising fee). Here, the one who distributes the electronic ads through the ad-interface is not the manager of the partner site but the distributor member.

Of course, even the distributor member needs to report his or her ad-distribution activity before completing the distribution of electronic ads so as to get the first advertising reward based on the result of ad-distribution if the distributor member is trying to distribute electronic ads through the ad-interface in the status of non-login to the advertisement intermediation site. Thus, the second aspect of the present invention may further comprise: performing a first claim for the distributor member reporting said distributing activity to the advertisement intermediation site before the electronic ad is distributed when non-member or non-login member of the advertisement intermediation site is trying to distribute the electronic ad, and in this case "distributor member" means a member of the advertisement intermediation site who notified the advertisement intermediation site of his or her ad-distribution activity before completing the ad-distribution. For reference, "first claim" indicates said process for reporting the ad-distribution activity in the present disclosure.

In the meantime, the "ad-interface" in the second aspect of the present invention is a component in the shape of advertisement mark such as text, underline or image, which enables the distributor member to fetch the electronic ads directly from the advertisement intermediation site in the partner site and thus revitalizes the ad-distribution by facilitating the distributing process. When the network user made actions such as on-mouse or click, the ad-interface calls the electronic ads from the advertisement intermediation site and provides them to the network user.

Preferably, the ad-interface may be placed anywhere inside the webpage of the partner site when a network user visiting the webpage fixes the posting position of the ad-interface by means of drag-and-drop and so on. In this case, the only thing the distributor member has to do for the ad-distribution is just clicking the ad-interface, pulling it inside the webpage and dropping it for position fixing. Of course, said drag-and-drop is only an example, and the convenience for the ad-distribution can be amazingly improved by adopting the ad-interface. In this way, the electronic ad distributed in the shape of ad-interface marker inside the body substance of the webpage of the partner site may be used for the network user reading the page substance of the partner site to fetch the electronic ads from the advertisement intermediation site immediately during the reading, and be also used for immediate
execution of the ad-distribution process interlocking with the advertisement intermediation site. In this aspect, the ad-interface may be called as "immediate interlocking interface".

It should be noted that the ad-interface can be posted to anywhere inside the network page of the partner site when the distributor member distributes electronic ads using the ad-interface since the distributor member may be thought to be bestowed with distribution authority in the shape of a tool so-called ad-interface from the partner site manager. It should be understood that the ad-distribution process is performed not by distributing the electronic ad in itself but by inserting the ad-interface inside the body substance of the webpage of the partner site.

Another important thing is that the advertisement intermediation site is required to know the posting position of the ad-interface exactly at the time of the installation of the ad-interface since the partner site is not a site sharing DB information or source code with the advertisement intermediation site but a site supporting the electronic advertising of the advertisement intermediation site. If the advertisement intermediation site does not secure the exact posting position of the ad-interface, the posting position of ad-interface determined by the distributor member might be changed when the network user visiting the webpage of the partner site where the electronic ad is distributed adjusts the size of the web browser or modifies the resolution of the screen. In this case, contextual advertisement cannot be achieved because the advertisement inserted into the body substance of the webpage according to the distributor member's intention to relate the ad with the specific portion of the body substance cannot be guaranteed to stay in the proper position.

Thus, the relative position between the ad-interface and the body substance of the distribution page should be uniformly maintained regardless of the structure, size and resolution of the network browser used by the network user who is visiting the distribution page based on said posting position information.

In the meantime, the present invention adopts the concept of "distribution history information" comprised of the information including the distributed electronic ad, the distribution page, the posting position information and the distributor member's info. This distribution history information is a tool not only for managing the result of electronic advertising but also for achieving the contextual advertisement by maintaining the original posting position of the ad-interface intended by the distributor member.

Furthermore, the identifier of the distribution page among the distribution history in-
formation may be a URL of the distribution page or an ID of the distribution page that is created based on page property acquired by the advertisement intermediation site scanning components of the distribution page, and in this case the page property may include at least one of the following page properties: the date of page creation shown in the distribution page, a unique page number given by the partner site for differentiating various pages, IP address of page creator, and the page creator's ID at the partner site.

Since the advertisement intermediation site cannot access the DB information of the partner site without additional contract for sharing DB as described above, it is important for the advertisement intermediation site to secure the page access information besides URL for the preparation of the case that the partner site does not give different URL's per web pages. If the advertisement intermediation site cannot provide the network user who is visiting a webpage of the partner site with the ad-interface because there is no available URL for that webpage, the electronic advertisement method according to the present invention cannot be executed in order. Therefore, the advertisement intermediation site needs to analyze the property of the webpage of the partner site where electronic ad is distributed so as to create and manage the advertisement intermediation site's own page ID, which is referred to find out the exact webpage where the electronic advertising according to the present invention should be performed.

In the second aspect of the present invention, the detailed method for executing the establishment step of the partner site may be varied. That is, it is possible to encourage the partnership establishment by providing the expected profit that will be rewarded to the site owner or manager on condition of establishing partnership after the electronic ads are distributed and the advertising result at the site is calculated, or it is also possible to provide a guidance message to the site manager at the time of ad-distribution and encourage the partnership establishment by providing afterwards advertising result. In addition, it is also possible to receive a voluntary request for the partnership from a manager member of the advertisement intermediation site who manages his or her own site.

To give an additional remark, in the second aspect of the present invention, the ad-distribution occurring in the partner site may include the following two cases: 1) a case that the ad-distribution is made in the text writing area given by the partner site in itself, and 2) a case that the ad-distribution is made through the ad-interface of the partner site. Therefore, it is preferable to calculate the advertising result at the partner
site by the summation of the profit made without the ad-interface and the profit made with the ad-interface.

Summarizing the characteristics according to the second aspect of the present invention, it is possible to mobilize numerous general network users visiting various web pages and sites as ad-distributors since the distributor member of the advertisement intermediation site is able to distribute electronic ads immediately and very easily through the ad-interface especially when the sites visited have a partnership with the advertisement intermediation site. Since all the general network users have to do for ad-distribution is just a very simple mouse operation in the webpage of the partner site, the degree of the convenience for the ad-distribution can be extremely improved. Especially, in consideration of the well-known fact that the number of site visitors is much larger than the number of site managers, the value of the present invention may be much more highly estimated since numerous site visitors may become the subject of advertising activity and the number of ad-distribution may increase enormously.

Also, according to the second aspect of the present invention, the contextual advertisement may be also achieved without giving up said advantages.

That is, by allowing a free location of the ad-interface installed inside the webpage of the partner site, general network users visiting the partner site may come in contact with a brandnew type of advertisement. For example, assume that a distributor member who is visiting a blog dealing with a cat food in the partner portal site is going to distribute an ad related with cat food. If the distributor member operates the mouse and determines the posting position of the ad-interface marker right on the picture of a cat included in said cat food blog, a general web user(visitor) reading the same blog with watching the pictures of cats may find a small ad-mark attached to the picture and get curious to know what kind of advertisement will come out regarding that picture. After clicking the ad^nark on the picture, the visitor may know which food company is sailing cat food product for which cats. In this example, the ad^nark is included in a minimized size of image or text at the blog, so that it does not spoil a fine view of the blog and does not disturb the visual field of visitors. Instead, the ad^nark may be an induction cause for the interest of visitors visiting the blog and may be a useful tool for providing necessary information to visitors. In this way, the ad-interface of mark type introduced by the present invention acts a role in improving the advertising effectiveness by making the network user get interested in advertising and achieving a high degree of contextual advertisement with free positioning technique inside the
body substance of electronic bulletin in the partner site, which could not be expected in
the prior arts.

Furthermore, it should also be noted that unlike the prior art the writer member of
electronic bulletin is not related with the distribution activity at all and does not have
to be a manager of the partner site in the present invention, either. That is, since the
bulletin writing and ad-distribution is completely separated in the present invention,
the one who is only interested in ad-distribution does not have to write bulletins in-
voluntarily, and the one who is only interested in bulletin writing or information
sharing can still make advertising income even without doing any further actions
besides writing. Therefore, both the bulletin writing and the ad-distribution can be re-
vitalized at the same time. Especially, considering that the number of general network
users reading bulletins is much larger than the number of bulletin writers in most
cases, the idea or platform of the present invention may be highly appreciated since the
ad-distribution and bulletin writing are performed by completely independent subjects
and thereby the epochal revitalization of electronic advertising can be achieved.

Next, according to the third aspect of the present invention, there is provided an
electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site that
manages a database of at least an electronic ad of at least a sponsor together with an
ad-identifier of each electronic ad and interlocks with at least one partner site
providing a distribution page where the electronic ad is distributed installing an ad-
interface that enables ad-distribution in the partner site, comprising: securing a bulletin
of the partner site, a writer-identifier of a writer member who writes the bulletin in the
partner site as a member of the advertisement intermediation site, and a bulletin page
identifier of the bulletin; providing the ad-interface that can be placed anywhere inside
the bulletin page by a distributor member who visits the distribution page and is going
to distribute the electronic ad as a member of the advertisement intermediation site;
providing the electronic ad of the database for selection of the distributor member
when the distributor member designates a posting position of the ad-interface and
securing a distribution history information including the ad-identifier of the distributed
electronic ad, an identifier of the distributor member, the writer-identifier, an identifier
of the distribution page and the posting position information when the distributor
member selects the electronic ad that will be distributed and loaded through the ad-
interface; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the
electronic ad distributed using the ad-interface based on the distribution history in-
formation so as to calculate an advertising result; and rewarding the writer member
with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a third advertising fee based on the advertising result.

In said third aspect of the present invention, the third advertising fee is a reward for the writer member who is a member of the advertisement intermediation site and writes bulletins in the partner site and reports the writing activity to the advertisement intermediation site. To achieve the contextual advertisement, it should be understood that securing a lot of bulletins with good quality is also important thing together with securing a lot of sponsor’s ads since bulletins with good quality raises the possibility of contextual correlation with electronic ads of various sponsors. Thus, the electronic advertisement method according to the third aspect of the present invention makes the writer member be rewarded with the third advertising fee for the indirect advertisement supporting activity.

Of course, just like the first aspect of the present invention, the third aspect of the present invention may further comprise: rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result of the distributor member so as to give motivation of ad-distribution to the distributor member. It is also preferable to further comprise: rewarding the partner site with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a second advertising fee based on the advertising result at the partner site so as to secure as many partner sites as possible. Especially, since the second advertising fee gives a strong motivation for the partner site to participate in the advertising intermediation, it may be also very beneficial to the sponsors to secure many partner sites by the second advertising fee. That is, the sponsor may have a beneficial effect of distributing the electronic ad to a number of partner sites by only one advertising contract with the advertisement intermediation site.

In the meantime, it should be noted in the third aspect of the present invention that the advertisement intermediation site needs to acquire a unique ID for the bulletin page (that is, an article ID) when the bulletin writing claim is made at the time of securing bulletins. The detailed method for this may be, for example, using the URL of bulletin page as the unique ID for the bulletin page, or using the given identifiers (alphabet, number, symbol or the combinations thereof) in the bulletin to make a bulletin page ID when the advertisement intermediation site performs the modification process of the electronic bulletin.

Also, it should be noted that the process of securing bulletins is not only applied to the bulletins written after the conclusion of partnership but also applied to the bulletin
already existing in the partner site. That is, the present invention may utilize numerous bulletins existing in the network sites unlike Priorart4 and Priorart5.

Thus, in the third aspect of the present invention, the "writer member" includes both the one who is a member of the advertisement intermediation site and writes electronic bulletins in the partner site and the one who first writes electronic bulletins at the partner site and reports the bulletin writing activity later. For reference, the writer member's reporting the bulletin writing activity to the advertisement intermediation site is designated as "second claim" in this disclosure.

Thus, in the third aspect of the present invention, said securing the bulletin of the partner site includes performing a second claim for the writer member reporting an activity of writing the bulletin in the partner site to the advertisement intermediation site when the bulletin page is written by non-member or non-login member of the advertisement intermediation site.

More preferably, said securing the bulletin of the partner site includes judging whether a network user has a rightful authority to amend the bulletin page when the network user is trying the second claim so as to identify whether the network user is a true writer of the written bulletin or not.

That is, if the network user who is performing the second claim is a true writer of the claimed bulletin, the network user shall be provided with an authority to amend the claimed bulletin in most cases. The present invention is using this point to identify the genuineness of the bulletin writer. Therefore, the writer member who is reporting the bulletin writing activity may be judged to be a true writer of the bulletin when the second claim is successfully completed with the trial of the advertisement intermediation site to virtually perform the amendment process without actually modifying the bulletin or visually showing the amendment process to the network user.

Another important thing that should be considered in the third aspect of the present invention is that it might be very complicated work for the writer member to find out every single bulletin written before and report them to the advertisement intermediation site. To solve this problem, said securing the bulletin of the partner site includes: acquiring a property of the bulletin page by scanning components of the bulletin page; analyzing writer property information that shows identification of a true writer of the bulletin page among the acquired property of the bulletin page; and executing the second claim automatically for all the bulletin pages that have a property corresponding with the analyzed writer property information in the partner site.

That is, there are a lot of cases in which written bulletins include some information
for identifying who is the writer of the bulletin such as IP, nickname, member ID when a network site allows the writing of bulletins. Thus, if a writer member "A" of the advertisement intermediation site writes a bulletin in the partner site and performs the second claim toward the advertisement intermediation site, for example, the bulletin may include an indicator that the bulletin is written by a person who has a partner site ID "XYZ". Therefore, once the advertisement intermediation site acquires a linkage between the partner site ID "XYZ" and the advertisement intermediation site ID "A" by a successful second claim, the advertisement intermediation site is able to acknowledge pages having "XYZ" ID in the partner site as bulletins written by the writer member "A" in a lump and automatically after scanning pages existing in the partner site. In this way, the writer member "A" may get the third advertising fees from a plurality of his or her bulletins that are written before, being written now, or going to be written with no need to perform the second claim toward the advertisement intermediation site.

[75] Next, according to the fourth aspect of the present invention, there is provided an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising: provisionally registering an electronic ad of a sponsor introduced by an ad-introducer member with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad and an ad-introducer-identifier and displaying the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site; distributing the provisionally registered electronic ad to other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the provisionally registered electronic ad to said other site; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; transmitting a formal registration request message to the sponsor of the provisionally registered electronic ad and formally registering the provisionally registered electronic ad on condition of the sponsor paying advertising cost when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message; and rewarding the ad-introducer member with a portion of the advertising cost as a fourth advertising fee based on the advertising result of the ad-introducer member.

[76] According to the fourth aspect of the present invention, there also is provided an electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising: randomly or selectively extracting an electronic ad existing in an arbitrary site, automatically and provisionally registering the electronic ad with an ad-identifier of the extracted electronic ad, and displaying the electronic ad on the advertisement in-
termediation site; distributing the provisionally registered electronic ad to other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the provisionally registered electronic ad to said other site; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; and transmitting a formal registration request message to a sponsor of the provisionally registered electronic ad and formally registering the provisionally registered electronic ad on condition of the sponsor paying advertising cost when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message.

That is, the electronic advertisement method according to the fourth aspect of the present invention is an invention that enables the advertisement intermediation site to secure as many electronic ads as possible. By introducing the concept of "provisional registration", it is possible for the ad-introducer to upload the electronic ads to the advertisement intermediation site without the sponsor’s agreement to pay the advertising cost. And it is also possible to encourage the sponsor to adopt the provisionally registered electronic ad as the formal registration advertisement by letting the sponsor know the advertising result of the provisionally registered ad for a test period. If the sponsor accepts the formal registration, the ad-introducer member who introduced new electronic ad to the advertisement intermediation site will get paid a predetermined reward. Here, the way to secure as many electronic ads as possible may be the ad-introducer member's ad-introduction from other arbitrary network sites, but it is also possible for the advertisement intermediation site to introduce electronic ads at firsthand by extracting electronic ads existing in the network, or for the member of the advertisement intermediation site to make other sponsor's electronic ad at firsthand and provisionally register it on the advertisement intermediation site.

In the meantime, the fourth aspect of the present invention may further comprise: setting a limitation to prohibit at least one of said displaying, said distributing and said monitoring or deleting the distributed electronic ad in a lump when the formal registration request message is denied by the sponsor, wherein the fourth advertising fee is not provided to the ad-introducer member and a charge rate for the fourth advertising fee for the same ad-introducer member is increased.

That is, since even the provisionally registered electronic ad can still produce advertising result for the sponsor who has not yet approved the formal registration, if a sponsor denied formal registration and thus the ad-introducer or the distributor of the provisionally registered ads cannot take any reward for their activity, displaying, dis-
tributing or managing services of electronic ads in the advertisement intermediation site should be prohibited, or deleting the displayed and distributed ads in a lump at the advertisement intermediation site is required for the purpose of equilibrium with the other sponsors who finished formal registration. Also, even the ad-introducer member whose advertisement is denied by the sponsor still needs to be acknowledged for his or her effort to participate in the securing of electronic ads, so that it would be better for the advertisement intermediation site to give another advantage to the rejected ad-introducer member (that is, an ad-introducer member whose provisionally registered advertisement is eventually denied by the sponsor) for the purpose of compensation. In this case, if the electronic ad which is provisionally registered by the ad-introducer member is disapproved by the sponsor, the charge rate of the fourth advertising fee for the ad-introducer member will be raised so that the ad-introducer member may get a compensation for the ad-introducing activity when the ad-introducer member introduces another electronic ad later. Therefore, the ad-introducer may participate in introducing electronic ads positively even though the approval of the sponsor cannot be guaranteed.

Preferably, the electronic advertisement method may further comprise: rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result of the distributor member when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message, wherein the fourth advertising fee is not provided to the ad-introducer member when the sponsor denied the formal registration request message, and a charge rate of the first advertising fee that will be applied to the distributor member who distributed the denied provisionally registered electronic ad or the ad-introducer member who introduced the denied provisionally registered electronic ad is increased for the same distributor member or the same ad-introducer member. In this case, the ad-introducer member may get a compensation for the rejected ad-introducing activity when the ad-introducer member distributes the electronic ads as a distributor member later even though the ad-introducer cannot take a fourth advertising fee. Therefore, it is worth provisionally registering electronic ads regardless of the sponsor's approval. Likewise, the distributor member who distributed the provisionally registered electronic ads and eventually did not get the first advertising fee because of the disapproval of the sponsor may still get a chance to take a compensation for his or her rejected distribution activity by the raised charge rate of the first advertising fee afterwards.

Preferably, the electronic ad or the ad-interface includes a reply area in itself that
allows the estimation or comment on the quality or reliability of the distributed electronic ads. This may help to increase the advertising result of the distributed electronic ads.

More preferably, a member of the advertisement intermediation site is provided with a management interface that enables management of the distribution status of the electronic ad. Since a member of the advertisement intermediation site may act multiple roles of sponsor, partner site manager, ad-introducer or ad-distributor freely, the unified management interface is for easy understanding of the various advertising status and result caused by his or her multiple roles. This management interface may be read by other members of the advertisement intermediation site and this may be helpful to create a kind of community relating with advertisement intermediation so as to exchange various ideas on the advertisement intermediation activities. Thus, said management interface is preferably made as a type of mini-homepage or blog. Also, the ad^management interface may be provided with graphs, so that the member of the advertisement intermediation site may understand the distribution trend of electronic ads at a look and have fun with grasping the intermediation tendency of electronic ads and feeling as if the member is playing a game.

Furthermore, the distributed electronic ad preferably includes a re-distribution interface that enables additional distribution of the distributed electronic ad to another site, and the present invention may further comprise: re-distributing the distributed electronic ad to said another site using the re-distribution interface by the distributor member of the advertisement intermediation site, wherein the distributor member includes a member who re-distributed the electronic ad

For example, in case of the internet environment, the distributed electronic ad may include a "re-distribution" button inserted by HTML code. In this case, a general web user reading the distributed electronic ad may click this "re-distribution" button so as to copy the electronic ads together with the ad-identifier and the identifier of the re-distributor member on the clipboard. Thereby, it is possible to support the re-distributor member to paste the copied electronic ad on another site. Of course, to secure the identifier of the re-distributor member, the re-distributor member needs to accesses the advertisement intermediation site with a membership (that is, executing the first claim). After the re-distribution process is finished, both the re-distributor member and original distributor member may get paid the first advertising fees with differentiated charge rate just like the multi-level reward system.

In the first to fourth aspects of the present invention, the electronic ad may be made
by an ad^making tool provided by the advertisement intermediation site.

[86] Also, said distributing of the electronic ad is preferably performed on an electronic map that reflects a geographical information of the electronic ad. Executing the distribution of electronic ads on the electronic map where the geographical identification is visually possible may increase the curiosity or interest in distributing electronic ads. Moreover, the network user reading the electronic ads may also view the electronic ads of sponsors who provide merchandizes or services on the desired location of the electronic map, and thus the advertising effectiveness may be maximized with geographical help.

[87] Finally, the fifth aspect of the present invention provides an electronic advertisement system using an advertisement intermediation site that includes a main server for providing network site, a database server for managing at least an electronic ad of at least a sponsor together with an ad-identifier of each electronic ad and a settlement server and interlocks with at least one partner site having an installation of a partner code and providing a distribution page where the electronic ad is distributed, wherein the partner code calls and executes an advertisement intermediation script of the advertisement intermediation site on a terminal of network user visiting the partner site, and wherein functions of the advertisement intermediation script comprising: securing a bulletin of the partner site, a writer-identifier of a writer member who writes the bulletin in the partner site as a member of the advertisement intermediation site, and a bulletin page identifier of the bulletin; providing an ad-interface that can be placed anywhere inside the bulletin page by a distributor member who visits the distribution page and is going to distribute the electronic ad as a member of the advertisement intermediation site; providing the electronic ad of the database for selection of the distributor member when the distributor member designates a posting position of the ad-interface and securing a distribution history information including the ad-identifier of the distributed electronic ad, distributor-identifier, writer-identifier, distribution page identifier and posting position information when the distributor member selects the electronic ad that will be loaded through the ad-interface; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the electronic ad distributed using the ad-interface based on the distribution history information so as to calculate an advertising result; and rewarding the distributor member, the partner site and the writer member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first, second and third advertising fee based on the advertising result, respectively.

[88] That is, in view of system, the partner site of the present invention may be defined as
a site that installed a partner code provided by the advertisement intermediation site, and this partner code is transmitted to the terminal of the network user together with the contents of the webpage when the terminal of the network user is accessing the partner site server and requesting the webpage. The partner code transmitted to the terminal of the network user executes a calling process that calls and activates the scripts prepared in the advertisement intermediation site. These scripts are comprised of a plurality of functions that reports the bulletin writing activity, ad-distribution activity or ad-reading activity of a network user to the advertisement intermediation site and also loads the ad-interface or electronic ads from the advertisement intermediation site and transmits various messages that will be described later in this disclosure.

Of course, it should be noted that the system that executes the electronic advertisement method according to the present invention does not have to be structured like the system described above. For example, instead of the advertisement intermediation site, the partner site may in itself have the scripts comprised of functions that execute the electronic advertisement method according to the present invention. In this case, the partner site will be more deeply involved in the advertisement intermediation and thus the partner site is probably able to modify the script provided from the advertisement intermediation site to coincide with its own policy as a matter of convenience. Also, for example, the posting position where the ad-interface is installed may be properly changed based on the necessary policy of the partner site. Thus, above-described electronic advertisement system is not a sole solution for executing the electronic advertisement method of the present invention.

In the fifth aspect of the present invention, the advertisement intermediation script preferably performs a partner judgment process for judging whether the partner code is normally executed in the partner site or not because the advertisement intermediation site needs to find out whether the manager member who wants the partnership with his or her own website has a genuine authority on the website. Thus, it is advantageous to go through the process for judging the genuineness of the manager authority of the one who requested the partnership by executing the function that identifies whether the partner code installed in the partnership-requested website is properly operating.

More preferably, in the electronic advertisement system, the advertisement intermediation site acquires an ad-introducer-identifier of an ad-introducer member of the advertisement intermediation site who provisionally registers the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site together with the ad-identifier of the provisionally
registered electronic ad, and the advertisement intermediation script performs said providing the ad-interface, said distributing and said monitoring of the provisionally registered electronic ad, and the advertisement intermediation site transmits a formal registration request message to a sponsor of the provisionally registered electronic ad and formally registers the provisionally registered electronic ad on condition of the sponsor paying advertising cost when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message.

In this way, the profit sharing system adopted in the electronic advertisement system according to the fifth aspect of the present invention is composed to divide the advertising cost paid by the sponsor into several portions and provide four different advertising fees with different technological meanings to the distributor member, the manager member of the partner site, the writer member and the ad-introducer member, respectively. Of course, the advertisement intermediation site will take the remaining advertising cost as a management profit. Therefore, said profit sharing system is not only for the advertisement intermediation site, and adopts a very peculiar profit sharing structure for encouraging as many advertising subjects as possible to participate in advertising so as to fully utilize the advertising cost paid by the sponsor for maximizing the advertising result.

Advantageous Effects

In accordance with the embodiments of the present invention, there is a beneficial effect that electronic advertisement may be revitalized by enormously increasing the number of ad-distribution since any members of an advertisement intermediation site are able to distribute electronic ads to any sites existing in the network so as to take rewards.

There is another beneficial effect that advertising result may be maximized by achieving the contextual advertisement with unspecific multiple network users being still able to easily distribute electronic ads to any other sites at anytime via the advertisement intermediation site.

There is yet another beneficial effect that the contextual advertisement may be strengthened by constructively utilizing the electronic bulletin pages of the partner site in distributing electronic ads through the advertisement intermediation site.

Furthermore, there is also a beneficial effect that electronic advertising may be revitalized by obtaining and securing electronic ads which are intermediation objects for advertising in the advertisement intermediation site.
Brief Description of the Drawings

[97] The disclosure may be best understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with the following figures:

[98] Fig. 1 depicts an example of an electronic advertisement system according to a prior art.

[99] Fig. 2 depicts another example of an electronic advertisement system according to a prior art.

[100] Fig. 3 depicts an entire structure of an electronic advertisement system according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[101] Fig. 4 depicts an example of an interface for registering electronic ads on an advertisement intermediation site according the present invention.

[102] Fig. 5 depicts an example of formal registration request message for electronics ads provisionally registered by an ad-introducer member.

[103] Fig. 6 depicts an example of partnership request message according to the present invention.

[104] Fig. 7 is a flow chart that shows a process for making a partner relationship between an advertisement intermediation site and a partner site according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[105] Fig. 8 depicts an example of an interface provided by an advertisement intermediation site for executing distribution step according to the present invention.

[106] Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 illustrate a case that electronic ads are distributed by using an ad-interface on the webpage of a partner site according to an electronic advertisement method of the present invention.

[107] Fig. 11 is a flow chart that shows a process for distributing electronic ads to distribution page of a partner site according to an electronic advertisement method of the present invention.

[108] Fig. 12 illustrates how to execute a re-distribution interface according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[109] Fig. 13 depicts an example of a bulletin page written in a partner site.

[110] Fig. 14 is a flow chart to illustrate how an electronic bulletin is written on the webpage of a partner site according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[III] Fig. 15 depicts an example of a unified management interface for an ad-introducer, a distributor, a writer and a partner site manager according to the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention
Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings so that the present invention may be readily implemented by those skilled in the art. However, it is to be noted that the present invention is not limited to the embodiments but can be realized in various other ways. In the drawings, parts irrelevant to the description are omitted for the simplicity of explanation, and like reference numerals denote like parts through the whole document.

Fig. 3 depicts an entire structure of an electronic advertisement system 900 according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Fig. 3, a sponsor 100 makes an advertising contract with an advertisement intermediation site 200 and provides the advertisement intermediation site 200 with electronic ads, and also pays a predetermined advertising fee to the advertisement intermediation site 200 as a price of advertisement intermediation that will be performed with the joint effort between the advertisement intermediation site 200 and the partner site 300.

To give an additional remark, the sponsor 100 may be comprised of any type of terminal that supports network function such as wireless mobile communication in addition to PC capable of internet connection, and it is also possible to install an application program in the terminal of the sponsor 100 so as to apply the electronic advertisement method of the present invention even when the terminal state of the sponsor 100 is not connected the web server 210 of the advertisement intermediation site 200 with an internet explorer, which may be the same case for a distributor member 400, a writer member 500, a general web user 600 and an ad-introducer member 700.

The advertisement intermediation site 200 is, for example, a site provided by the web server 210 as a website type on the internet and includes a DB server 220 and a settlement server 230. The DB server 220 manages the database of electronic ads provided by the sponsor 100 and also stores and manages membership information including ID's or account number of the sponsor member 100, the manager member 300, the distributor member 400, the writer member 500 and the ad-introducer member 700. In addition, the settlement server 230 performs the accumulation/payment of the advertising fee paid by the sponsor 100 and the first to fourth rewards each to be paid to distributor member 400, partner site 300, writer member 500 and ad-introducer member 700 and also manages the breakdown thereof.

The advertisement intermediation site 200, for example, prepares a "partner code" with a type such as `<script src = 'http://www.youcrad.com/partner/UCRAD_partner.js' >` and provides this to the partner site 300 that has contracted a partner relationship.
Said partner code is a code that can be easily inserted into a site or page by means of pasting the code inside the source code of a website so that a partner site manager may insert that code into the web pages in which the partner site manager wants to execute the electronic advertisement method of the present invention. Said partner code performs interlocking of the terminal of a web user who visited the partner site 300 with the "advertisement intermediation script file" prepared by the advertisement intermediation site 200 to execute detailed processes of the electronic advertisement method of the present invention such as distribution of electronic ads and distribution claim, writing claim for the bulletin, managing of advertising result and so on.

Moreover, the advertisement intermediation site 200 according to the present invention supports the distribution of electronic ads not only for the partner site 300 but also for the general website 800. This requires a condition that the general website 800 contains a text writing area because the text writing area has a possibility to be used for an advertisement purpose instead of pure writings so far as the text writing area is permitted in a website. Thus, the advertisement intermediation system 900 according to the present invention proposes a model in which the advertising result occurs when a distributor member 400 distributes an electronic ad from the advertisement intermediation site 200 to arbitrary websites 300, 800 and another general web user 600 clicks the distributed ad whereas the prior art such as Priorart2 proposed a model in which the advertisement result occurs by the general internet user's click on the distributed electronic ads provided by the advertisement intermediation server and delivered to the website by the website manager.

The partner site 300 may be an internet site such as a portal site provided by a web server 310 and adopt membership or non-membership management policy and provides at least a webpage to a general web user 600. In other words, the partner site 300 in the present invention may be any conventional general website existing in the internet as far as it simply installs the partner code, which requires the manager of the partner site 300 to subscribe to the advertisement intermediation site 200 and finish the partner conclusion process. The partner site 300 of the present invention may be called a site that provides a cyber-space for the internet distribution of electronic ads by installing the partner code so as to create ad-interface capable of interlocking with the advertisement intermediation site 200 and thus making the distribution of electronic ads easier.

When the partner conclusion process is completed, the partner site 300 provides an internet space in which the distribution of electronic ads possessed by the ad-
advertisement intermediation site 200 occurs and takes a second advertising fee for it. Here, it should be noted that the partner site 300 does not directly take part in the distribution of electronic ads or management of advertising result. The partner site 300, for example, only installs said partner code provided by the advertisement intermediation site 200 into the webpage included in its site. Therefore, The terminals of a distributor member 400, a writer member 500 and a general web user 600 will load a partner code with said exemplified <JS> type and a content both provided by the web server 310 of a partner site 300 when they visit the partner site 300, and after that, the loaded partner code will call an advertisement intermediation script file of the advertisement intermediation site 200 and thereby the web server 210 and the DB server 220 of the advertisement intermediation site 200 automatically executes the electronic advertisement method according to the present invention with interlocking with the terminals of the distributor member 400, the writer member 500 and the general web user 600.

In the meantime, the distributor member 400 is a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 and is a component which distributes electronics ads to a partner site 300 and takes a reward of a first advertising fee from the advertisement intermediation site 200 based on the advertising result of his or her advertising result. When the distributor member 400 distributes electronic ads, the advertisement intermediation site 200 provides the electronics ads attached with the identifier(for example, member ID) of the distributor member 400. That is, in the advertisement intermediation system 900 according to the present invention, managers of the partner site 300 or the general website 800 are not the subject of advertisement distribution, and instead of it every member that wants to have a role for a distributor member 400 as a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 may become a subject of the advertisement distribution. Therefore, said identifier of the distributor member 400 attached when an electronic ad is distributes is for tracing the advertising result per the distributor member 400 so as to give some of the advertising cost paid by the sponsor 100 as a reward, which is called a first advertising fee, to the distributor member 400.

To give an additional comment, the distributor member 400 may be a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 and at the same time a member of a partner site 300, but fundamentally the advertisement intermediation site 200 does not necessarily require that a distributor member 400 be a member of a partner site 300. The reason for this is that, as can be seen in the dotted arrow "distribution claim" of Fig. 3, even when the partner site 300 does not have a membership policy or a non-member of the
partner site 300 distributes electronic ads, the distributor may be acknowledged to have participated in the electronic advertising according to the present invention as far as the distributor claims his or her distribution activity toward the advertisement intermediation site 200 in distributing electronic ads to the partner site 300.

The writer member 500 is a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 and a component that writes an electronic bulletin on the webpage of the partner site 300 and indirectly participates in advertising by taking a third advertising fee, which is a reward for providing a content to be used for the contextual advertisement. As is the case of the distributor member 400, the writer member 500 may be a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 and at the same time a member of the partner site 300, but may also be non-member of the partner site 300 because there may exist a case that a partner site 300 adopts a policy of allowing non-members to write bulletins so that even non-members of the partner site 300 may participate in advertising according to the present invention by taking a process so-called "bulletin writing claim", which is a reporting action for the writer's bulletin writing toward the advertisement intermediation site 200 as depicted in an dotted arrow of Fig. 3.

Next, the ad-introducer member 700 is a member that introduces electronic ads to the advertisement intermediation site 200 and participates in electronic advertising according to the present invention by taking a fourth advertising fee, which is a reward for uploading electronic ads as intermediation objects to advertisement intermediation site 200. However, unlike the sponsor 100, the ad-introducer member 700 does not pay an advertising cost and does not possess his or her own electronic ads for PR. Instead, the ad-introducer member 700 provisionally register the electronic ads of potential sponsors 100 on the advertisement intermediation site 200 before having the approval of the sponsors 100, and will be rewarded a fourth advertising fee only when the sponsor 100 identifies the provisional advertising result produced by the distribution of the provisionally registered electronic ads to a general website or partner site 300 according to the present invention and confirms the payment intention of the advertising cost, or a consentient intention for the formal registration of the provisionally registered electronic ads.

The general web user 600 is a component that is exposed to advertising when visiting a general website 800 to see electronics ads distributed by the distributor member 400 or visiting the partner site 300 to read electronic bulletins written by the writer member 500 and clicking or performing onmouseover on the advertisement interface installed by the distributor member 400 at the time he or she founds an interesting part in the text.
content of the bulletins. However, the general web user 600 in the present invention may be readily acting various roles such as 1) a sponsor who pays a predetermined advertising cost and becomes a sponsor member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 to distribute and advertise his or her own electronic ads, 2) a partner that creates his or her own website and makes a partner relationship with the advertisement intermediation site 200 as a manager of the created website so as to take a profit of predetermined second advertising fee, 3) a writer member 500 that writes an electronic bulletin on the partner site 300 and providing a claim for his or her writing action so as to take a profit of third advertising fee, or 4) a distributor member 400 that distributes electronic ads to the partner site 300 and provides a claim for his or her distribution activity to the advertisement intermediation site 200 so as to participate in advertising and take a profit of a first advertising fee.

In other words, one member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 is able to act multiple roles since the meaning of "member" in the present disclosure incorporates the following five concept: a sponsor member that makes an advertisement business with the advertisement intermediation site 200, a manager member of partner site 300 that provides a distribution place of electronics ads interlocking with the advertisement intermediation site 200 by the qualification of the owner or manager of the website so as to take a reward from the advertisement intermediation site 200, a distributor member 400 that distributes sponsor's electronic ads so as to take a reward according to the advertising result, a writer member 500 that writes a bulletin on the partner site 400 and reports the writing action to the advertisement intermediation site 200 so as to take a reward according to the advertising result occurring by the electronic ads distributed in the reported or claimed bulletin, and an ad-introducer member 700 that provisionally register electronic ads on the advertisement intermediation site 200 and take a reward on condition of formal registration.

Now, to explain more detailed aspects of the advertisement intermediation system 900 according to the present invention, the main functions executed by the advertisement intermediation system 900 will be classified into the following five items: I. Introduction of electronic ads and Approval on provisionally registered ads, π. Conclusion of partner relationship, IH. Distribution of electronic ads, IV. Securing of electronic bulletin, and V. Reading of electronic ads and Management of advertising result.

1. Introduction of electronic ads and Approval on provisionally registered ads
The advertisement intermediation server 210 has to introduce electronic ads to the advertisement intermediation site 200 for advertisement intermediation on the internet. There are following four types for introducing electronic ads (that is, receiving and registering electronic ads):

© Receiving the electronic ads that the sponsor 100 wants to register from the sponsor 100, storing them in the DB server 220 of the advertisement intermediation site 200, and registering and displaying on the advertisement intermediation site 200 (hereinafter, "Introduction type 1").

© Gathering electronic ads existing in arbitrary websites by searching robot (or, searching program) of the advertisement intermediation site 200 and automatically introducing them to the advertisement intermediation site 200 (hereinafter, "Introduction type 7").

© Receiving electronic ads transmitted by the ad-introducer member 700 and provisionally registering and displaying them on the advertisement intermediation site 200 (hereinafter, "Introduction type 3").

© Receiving electronic ads made by members of the advertisement intermediation site 200 using an advertisement making tool through the web server 210 and provisionally registering and displaying them on the advertisement intermediation site 200 (hereinafter, "Introduction type 4").

Introduction type 1 among the above-described introduction types is the most fundamental and typical introduction path of electronic ads. This type is a case that the sponsor 100 introduces his or her own electronic ads with the intention of paying advertising cost after the conclusion of advertisement contract. Therefore, it can be understood that the sponsor 100 confirmed an approval about the formal registration of the electronic ad, the selection among the electronic ads (that is, which advertisement should be registered on the advertisement intermediation site among the sponsor’s various ads), the distribution of electronic ads, and the ad-cost payment for the advertising result.

Here, various ad-cost policies including a flat rate, a fixed rate, a prepayment, a postpayment, a period-advertising may be applied in the present invention, but it would be preferable to contract the amount of ad-cost per click on each electronic ad and settle the accumulated ad-cost for every predetermined unit periods.

In contrast, Introduction type 2 to 4 are cases that the electronic ads are provisionally registered on the advertisement intermediation site 200 without the sponsor’s approval or permission. Therefore these three types necessarily require a post-process for having
an approval or disapproval from the sponsor 100 so as to identify whether the
electronic ads displayed and distributed without sponsor’s permission are allowed to
produce advertising outcomes afterwards. Of course, the sponsor’s approval may
probably do not matter if the sponsor 100 is given a free right to use the advertisement
intermediation site 200, but it should be noted that even in this case the sponsor 100
may want to have an approval or disapproval process so as to prohibit the electronic
ads thought as including inferiority or badness from being displayed and distributed
without his or her permission.

[137] It should be also noted that said Introduction type 2 to 4 requires an additional
process in preparation for the case that the sponsor 100 showed a disapproval intention
of not formally registering the provisionally registered ads. This is because the
electronic ads that the sponsor 100 denied formal registration may still make an ad-
vertising result in the distribution status. Therefore, it is preferable to delete the
distributed electronic ads in a lump so as to terminate the situation of displaying and
distributing the electronic ads or to set a limitation so as to prohibit at least one of
following services: the ad-display on the advertisement intermediation site 200, dis-
tribution step and management step for advertising when the advertisement inter-
mediation site 200 receives the disapproval about the formal registration request
message from the sponsor 100. At the same time, it is preferable to raise the
earmarking rate of the first advertising fee in regard to the later-on distribution activity
of the rejected ad-introducer member 700 so as to provide some reward for the in-
troducing action to the ad-introducer member 700. Also, it is preferable to raise the
fourth advertising fee when the ad-introducer member 700 introduces another
electronic ad again so as to take the rejection history of the ad-introducer member 700
into account. Likewise, it would be possible to raise the earmarking rate of the first ad-
vertising fee for the in regard to the later-on distribution activity of the distributor
member 400 who distributed provisionally registered electronic ads so as to
compensate for the invalidated distribution activity by the sponsor’s disapproval or
rejection.

[138] In the meantime, to achieve Introduction type 2, the advertisement intermediation
site 200 needs to have an ad-searching program or robot, which may be implemented
by the robot that includes a script that executes visiting arbitrary websites, a script that
executes searching ad indication code such as “AD” tag among the tags of bulletins
existing in the visited websites, and a script that executes transmitting the ad indication
code and bulletins to the advertisement intermediation site 200.
Regarding Introduction type 3, it may be implemented by letting the ad-introducer member 700 who is a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 bring electronic ads about arbitrary merchandize or service found in the internet to the advertisement intermediation site 200 by copy-and-paste or path-designation of the ads.

Regarding Introduction type 4, it may be implemented by an ad^naking tool provided by the advertisement intermediation site 200, and in this case the ad^naking tool may be a banner creating tool, UCC making tool, or a tool supporting the combination of text, image and sound.

When the advertisement intermediation site 200 introduces electronic ads by Introduction type 3 and 4, it is necessary to give an identifier of ad-introducer member to the introduced electronic ads. Since Introduction type 3 and 4 are means for revitalizing the advertisement intermediation by introducing various and many electronic ads, the ad-introducer member 700 who participated in the introduction of electronic ads deserves to have a reward and thus it is preferable to continuously manage the advertising result of electronic ads introduced by the ad-introducer member 700 through the identifier of the ad-introducer member 700.

The advertisement intermediation site 200 displays the electronic ads introduced by said Introduction type 1 to 4 on its website for ad-intermediation. In this case, it is preferable to include an admission step for the electronic ads to be displayed since the advertisement intermediation site 200 according to the present invention is not only a space to bring and spread out electronic ads but also is a kind of search portal site. In other words, the electronic ads registered on the advertisement intermediation site 200 are objects that creates profit for the distributor member 400, but they are at the same time information contents providing some information about specific merchandize or service in the advertisement intermediation site 200 so that it is not desirable to introduce and display electronic ads that contradict good public order and customs without any control in the advertisement intermediation site 200.

In the meantime, when including said admission step, it is more preferable to register and display the electronic ads according to membership information such as member's age on the advertisement intermediation site 200.

Also, it is possible to give an ad-property to the electronic ads when it is introduced. Here said ad-property means an advertisement wording, category or keyword for advertisement searching that correspond to the electronic ads. These properties given to the electronic ads may be provided together with the advertising result in setting the category, advertisement wording, keyword, etc of the electronic ads to be introduced
by the sponsor or the ad-introducer member, which may be used for the sponsor or the ad-introducer member judging which category setting or keyword setting for the introducing ads will be best for maximizing the advertising result.

[145] Now, the way how to upload the electronic ads to the advertisement intermediation site 200 by said Introduction type 1 and 3 will be explained with reference to Fig. 4.

[146] Fig. 4 depicts an example of an interface 100 for registering electronic ads on an advertisement intermediation site 200 according the present invention. Referring to Fig. 4, an ad-information making window 119 is given to the sponsor 100 or the ad-introducer member 700 who is going to register electronic ads on the advertisement intermediation site 200.

[147] The sponsor 100 or the ad-introducer member 700 fills out the category input box 111, keyword input box 112, title input box 113 and abstract or advertising wording input box 114 in accordance with the wish on which category, keyword, title and advertising wording should represent the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site 200. Also, the LINK input box 115 should be filled out as the domain or URL to be launched when the electronic ad is clicked. Of course, it may be ok to let the LINK input box 115 blank if the sponsor 100 wants to register the electronic ad of text type without additional link for it.

[148] Next, the sponsor 100 needs to fill out the CPC input box 116 according to the amount of the cost that he or she is willing to pay. Here, CPC means "COST PER CLICK", which is advertising cost that has to be paid when the electronic ad is clicked once. Of course, if the advertising result is acknowledged even when the electronic ad is just exposed to a general web user 600 without a click, the CPC input box 116 may be filled with an advertising cost that has to be paid to the advertisement intermediation site 200 by the sponsor 100 when the electronic ad is exposed once. A high CPC may reinforce the distributor member 400’s motivation for distributing electronic ads.

[149] For reference, the fact that the sponsor 100 who is filling out the ad-information making window 110 filled out the CPC input box 116 indicates that the sponsor 100 has a willing to pay the advertising cost for the registering electronic ad, so that when the electronic ad which contains CPC information produces advertising outcomes the distributor member 400, manager member of the partner site 300 and the writer member 500 will be paid the first to third advertising fee respectively, whereas in case of the provisionally registered electronic ads these advertising fees can be paid only when the provisionally registered electronic ads are approved by the sponsor 100.
If the ad-introducer member 700 is filling out the ad-information making window 110, the CPC input box 116 may be deactivated since the ad-introducer member 700 is not a subject who pays the advertising cost unlike the sponsor 100.

Next, the sponsor 100 or the ad-introducer member 700 needs to designate the geographic base of the electronic ads when filling out the position/address input box 117. The position/address input box 117 is not a mandatory input item. However, for instance, when an ad is for a restaurant service "California Korean Restaurant" which exists in "Menlo Park Ca 94025, US", the sponsor 100 of the restaurant may fill out the position/address input box 117 with the address of "Menlo Park Ca 94025, US" and in this case it is also possible for the advertisement intermediation site 200 to activate an electronic map and attach this electronic ad on the right position of the electronic map so as to advertise the electronic ad with geographical understanding. Moreover, it is possible to provide the sponsor 100 or the ad-introducer member 700 with an electronic map indicated with latitude and longitude so as to have an position/address input box filled out with the latitude/longitude information of the electronic ad, or it is also possible to provide the sponsor 100 or the ad-introducer member 700 with an entire electronic map so as to let the sponsor 100 or the ad-introducer member 700 bring his or her electronic ad directly on the related position of the electronic map for the formal or provisional registration of the electronic ads. Here, the electronic map is a map provided on the web for the members of the advertisement intermediation site 200, which may be stored and managed by the DB server 220 or a map company that provides a map service on the internet including a partner site and other arbitrary website. The member who is going to distribute the electronic ads may use this electronic map for searching and distributing the electronic ads by the regional basis.

In the end, the sponsor 100 or the ad-introducer member 700 needs to input abstract information related with the sponsor of the electronic ads introduced to the advertisement intermediation site 200 using the sponsor information window 118.

In the meantime, in case of said Introduction type 2, the advertisement intermediation site 200 uses a robot to automatically introduce electronic ads to the DB server 220 of the advertisement intermediation site 200, and thus the processes for filling out the ad-information making window 110 depicted in Fig. 4 are not necessary and the advertisement intermediation site 200 will extract electronic ads with AD tags surfing internet sites to provisionally register the electronic ads according to the category and keyword automatically found to be optimal.

Fig. 5 depicts an example of formal registration request message 120 for electronics
ads provisionally registered by an ad-introducer member 700. It should be noted that
the concept of "formal registration" is equally treated as "paid service" in Fig. 5. That
is, since the electronic ads provisionally registered through Introduction type 2 to 4
does not yet have the sponsor's intention to pay the advertising cost, the advertisement
intermediation site 200 needs to transmit a message 120 together with temporary ad-
vertising result acquired after executing the distribution and management step of the
present invention for a predetermined period to the potential sponsor 120 for the
approval of paid service or formal registration of the provisionally registered electronic
ads and receives an approval from the sponsor 100 for this message 120.

Referring to Fig. 5, the formal registration request message 120 includes an abstract
information 121 of the advertising result acquired during the electronic ad's
provisional registration status and also includes a link 122 for showing a detailed ad-
vertising result. Also, the formal registration request message 120 includes a PR
wording 123 that informs the sponsor 100 of advantages of approving paid service for
the provisionally registered electronic ads and a guidance wording 124 that informs the
sponsor 100 of the situation that will happen after the disapproval on the message 120.
The sponsor 100 may approve the formal registration of the provisionally registered
electronic ads using the paid-service subscribing button 125. For reference,
"YOUCRAD" in Fig. 5 is a tentative name of the advertisement intermediation site
200 according to the present invention.

Conclusion of partner relationship

As described above, the present invention takes the unique characteristics of the
network site in which the electronic ads are distributed into account and thereby adopts
a peculiar concept, so called "partner site" in the advertisement intermediation system
900. Hereinafter, sub-items of definition of partner site, conclusion method for partner
site and effect of conclusion or non-conclusion of partner relationship will be
specifically described for the full understanding about the partner site.

Definition of partner site

In the present invention, a partner site is defined as a site that the manager or owner
of the site approved the distribution of electronic ads via the advertisement inter-
mediation site 200 and also installed an ad-interface which is for the distributor
member 400 easily bringing electronic ads from the advertisement intermediation site
200. The present invention reinforces the distribution power of electronic ads and also
achieves contextual advertisement by adopting a peculiar component, partner site in
the advertisement intermediation system 900.

112. Conclusion method for partner site

There are the following three types of conclusion method for partner site.

© Transmitting a partnership request message that includes a partner conclusion
interface to the manager of a site in which the electronic ad is distributed from the ad-
vertisement intermediation site 200 by the distributor member 400, and afterwards
providing the site manager with advertising result temporarily acquired by test ad-
vertising in the status of non-partner so as to incite the site manager to the conclusion
of the partner relationship (hereinafter, "Partner conclusion type 1").

© Finding the total of advertising result for a predetermined period when the
distributor member 400 distributes electronic ads to a site without identifying whether
the site is partner site or not, and providing the site manager with the total advertising
result so as to let the manager know how much the second advertising fee will be given
if the partner relationship is made and thereby incite the site manager to the conclusion
of the partner relationship (hereinafter, "Partner conclusion type T").

© Receiving a URL of a site that is managed by a member of the advertisement in-
termediation site 200 when the member requests a partner relationship, and performing
an qualification examination for partner site and registering the site as a partner site
based on the result of the qualification examination (hereinafter, "Partner conclusion
type T").

Said Partner conclusion type 1 and 2 are based on the consideration that the
electronic ads distributed to a site may be treat as illegal in that site. Therefore, in the
Partner conclusion type 1 and 2, the partnership request message should be transmitted
to the site manager at the time of or after the ad-distribution. For reference, the
meaning of "transmitting a message" in the present disclosure includes both directly
sending a message and making the message receiver confirm the message via a link.

It is preferable to notify the site manager of the fact that he or she will get paid the
second advertising fee for the price of partner relationship so as to encourage the
结论 of the partner relationship, and it is more preferable to show the actual ad-
vertising result that has been occurred for a predetermined period and the second ad-
vertising fee to be paid based on the advertising result.

Fig. 6 depicts an example of partnership request message 130 according to the
present invention. Referring to Fig. 6, the partnership request message 130 includes an
guidance phrase 131 that shows a brief information about the advertising result and the
estimated second advertising fee. The present invention allows the distributor member
400 to distribute electronic ads on any site without the permission of the site manager,
calculates the advertising result temporarily occurring in the site before the site
manager deletes the distributed electronic ads, and then informs the site manager of the
estimated second advertising fee to be paid when the partner relationship is made. By
this way, it is possible to encourage the conclusion of the partner relationship between
the advertisement intermediation site 200 and a site manager.

[171] Also, the partnership request message 130 includes a partner conclusion interface
132. When the site manager clicks on the partner conclusion interface 132, the site
manager may input the URL of his or her site at the advertisement intermediation site
200 and get a unique identifier given per a partner site. Of course, when the partner
conclusion interface 132 is clicked, the site manager needs to subscribe to the ad-
vertisement intermediation site 200 as a manager member of a partner site so as to
prepare a URL of partner site and open an account wicket for the second advertising
fee(refer to Fig. 7).

[172] In the meantime, said Partner conclusion type 3 shows the most general case that a
site manager subscribes to the advertisement intermediation site 200 and register his or
her site as a partner site and the detailed process for this is depicted in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 is
a flow chart that shows a process for making a partner relationship between an ad-
vertisement intermediation site 200 and a partner site 300 according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

[173] Referring to Fig. 3 and Fig. 7, firstly a manager of a website accesses the web server
210 of the advertisement intermediation site 200 via the internet(step S10), and then
the advertisement intermediation site 200 judges whether the website manager is a
member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 or not(step S11). If the website
manager is a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200("YES" in step SII),
the process proceeds to step S12 to permit the log-in of the website manager. If the
website manager is not a member("NO" in step SII), the process proceeds to step S13
to make the website manager log-in after subscription.

[174] Next, the website manager requests his or her site to be registered as a partner site of
the advertisement intermediation site 200 in the log-in status(step S14), and then the
web server 210 of the advertisement intermediation site 200 requests additional in-
formation such as account and URL of the website(step S15). Here, the additional in-
formation means that the advertisement intermediation site 200 may request more in-
formation for the registration of partner site in addition to the basic membership information of the website manager received at step S12 or step S13, and the account information is for managing the settlement history related with the second advertising fee provided by the advertisement intermediation site 200 as a reward for the cooperation of advertisement intermediation activity. For reference, if a website manages multiple URL's, it is possible to receive a partner site request per URL's such as "blog.youcard.com" or "tour.youcard.com", and it is also possible to receive a partner site request in the shape of "*.youcard.com". When necessary information for the conclusion of partner relationship is secured, the advertisement intermediation site 200 stores manager member's ID and said additional information such as URL and account information together in the DB server 220(step S15).

Next, the advertisement intermediation site 200 performs partner qualification examination on the website(step S16). The partner qualification examination is for examining whether the partner-requested website is a site that contradicts the advertisement policy of the advertisement intermediation site 200 such as an adult-only site or illegal gambling site and so on. If the website fails this examination("NO" in step S16), the process proceeds to step S19 to notify the website manager of the partner reject message and terminate the partner conclusion process.

In the meantime, if the website passes the examination("YES" in step S16), the process proceeds to step S17 to provide the manager member of the website with a partner code that interlocks with the advertisement intermediation script file prepared in the advertisement intermediation site 200 and judge whether the partner code is installed the partner-requested website in order or not. This process is necessary to find out whether the manager member who request partner relationship for the responding website is really having a rightful management authority or not. Therefore, the partner code may include an initialization function that automatically report the successful or unsuccessful installation of the partner code into the partner-requested website so as to judge the genuineness of the manager member who requested partner relationship. Here, advertisement intermediation site 200 may judge that the partner code is not in order if the website manager fails to insert the partner code into the source of the website because of no authority, or fails to properly attach the partner code with the source code of the website, or modify the partner code improperly.

If the partner code is not properly installed or deleted in the website("NO" in step S17), the process proceeds to step S19 to notify the website manager of the partner reject message(or an order message to make the partner code in order) and terminate
the partner conclusion process. On the other hand, if the partner code is properly installed in the website ("YES" in step S17), the partner conclusion process will be terminated and the partner-requested website will be finally registered as a partner site 300 (step S18). After step S18 has been done, the manager member of the partner site 300 may get a reward of the second advertising fee according to the advertising result occurred in the partner site 300.

To give an additional comment, it is possible for the advertisement intermediation site 200 to perform the partner qualification examination after providing the partner code although providing the partner code is performed after the partner qualification examination in the above description and Fig. 7.

113. Effect of conclusion or non-conclusion of partner relationship

After a specific website is registered as a partner site 300 according to the above-described processes, the advertisement intermediation site 200 needs to find the total of advertising result per a partner site 300 when it is managing the advertising result. This is for the accounts settlement of the second advertising fee to be paid to the partner site 300 and the second advertising fee is obtained by means of multiplying the total number of clicks occurred in the partner site by CPC to get a sum of advertising cost at the partner site and then multiplying said sum by a fee-rate determined for each partner site to find the final second advertising fee. Besides, it is also possible to differentiate fee-rate relations between sponsors and partner sites and reckon (the number of clicks) \( I \times (\text{fee-rate per sponsor}) \) per an electronic ad and then obtain the second advertising fee by summing up said reckoned results for every electronic ads distributed in the partner site. Furthermore, if the partner site includes multiple pages that produce different exposure effectiveness, it may be considered to adopt additional calculating component of "fee-rate per page" in obtaining the second advertising fee and admit different advertising effect per pages even in the same partner site. Of course, although the above-description is made based on the premise that advertising effect can be acknowledged only when the ad is clicked, it may be modified for the case that the advertising effect can be admitted even by a mere exposure without a click.

Also, it is possible to set a limitation for prohibiting the manager or owner of the partner site from deleting the distributed electronic ads at his or her convenience.

In the meantime, several limitations may be applied when a site manager transmits a denial message on the partnership request message to the advertisement intermediation
That is, it is preferable to delete the distributed electronic ads in a lump if a website refuses to be a partner site because the electronic ads distributed through the advertisement intermediation site 230 are still able to increase the traffic amount of the website in a sense. It is also possible to only forbid the distribution step for the website which denied partner relationship. Of course, the website that denied partnership request message 130 will be treated as a general website 800 in view of the advertisement intermediation site 200 and in this case the distributor member 400 may still distribute the electronic ads of the advertisement intermediation site 200 by means of copy-and-paste into the text writing area included in the general website 800.

As is already explained in IH, the biggest change that happens in a website when the website accepts the partner relationship is an ad-interface, but the detailed description for the ad-interface will be given in item IH.

IH. Distribution of electronic ads

The distribution of electronic ads that may occur in the present invention can be divided into the following two types: distribution on general website 800 and distribution on partner site 300.

mi. Distribution on general website

Fig. 8 depicts an example of an interface 140 provided by an advertisement intermediation site 200 for executing distribution step according to the present invention. Referring to Fig. 8, a case of distributing electronic ads on the general website 800 will be explained first.

In reference to Fig. 8, when the distribution occurs in the general website 800, the distributor member 400 may select at least one electronic ad among the ads given in the distribution interface 140 of the advertisement intermediation site 200 using check boxes (not shown) and then click the distribution button 143 after designating the general website 800 in which he or she is going to distribute electronic ads. Here, it should be noted that there should be at least one text writing area in the general website 800 to distribute electronic ads not to the partner site 300 but to the general website 800. And it also should be noted that if a partner site 300 includes a text writing area the distributor member 400 is able to use both the text writing area and ad-interface to distribute electronic ads. As depicted in Fig. 8, there are shown lists of electronic ads including at least one of the title, abstractor advertising wording), link to be launched and keyword of electronic ads on the left side of the distribution
interface 140 provided to the distributor member 400.

If a general website 800 at which the distributor member 400 is going to distribute electronic ads includes a space capable of writing a text, the member of advertisement intermediation site 200 may, for example, directly input or choose the URL of the site where he or she wants to distribute the selected electronic ads so as to launch the target site and then distribute electronic ads by way of pasting and inserting the electronic ad, the identifier of it and the identifier of the distributor member in the text writing area using CTRL+V key.

An important thing at this point is that it is preferable for the web server 210 of the advertisement intermediation site 200 to make an image of copied electronic ad if the electronic ad on clipboard includes text. This is required to remove a possibility for the distributor member 400 to modify the text content of electronic ad copied on clipboard when the advertisement intermediation site 200 provides the distributor member 400 with the electronic ad of text type.

When the advertisement intermediation site 200 intermediates the member's distribution of an ad to the other site, the advertisement intermediation site 200 may trace the present condition of distribution on where the ad is distributed according to an identifier of the ad. By securing the present condition of distribution, it is preferable not to distribute the same ad to the same site repeatedly since the situation that a number of same ads are thoughtlessly distributed on the same site may irritate the website user even though the present invention is aimed to maximize the advertising result by making it easy for unspecific multiple members to distribute electronic ads to arbitrary sites. In this case, the criteria for the "same site" in which the repeated distribution is prohibited may be changed to a domain or a webpage and so on so that the regulation degree of the repeated distribution can be controlled.

In the meantime, when a member distributes electronic ads, the distributed electronic ads may include a reply box in themselves to have reactions on the electronic ads. The reply box is composed of separate space from the reply writing are provided by the website and may be activated when a mouse is on the distributed electronic ads so as to make the general web user 600 who is exposed to the electronic ads get interested in the electronic ads.

In the present invention, the distribution interface 140 provided to the distributor member 400 on the advertisement intermediation site 200 according to the present invention preferably includes an electronic ad information box 141 since the electronic ad is a profit making tool for the distributor member 400. The electronic ad in-
formation box 141 may incorporate the following information: CPC for the electronic ad (please be noted that higher CPC will increase the expectation for profit to be paid to the distributor member 400), average click-rate (that is calculated by dividing the number of total clicks by the number of total exposures), total number of clicks (this is related with the first advertising fee to be paid to the distributor member 400), total distribution number (this is related with the degree of preference of other distributor members on the electronic ad), total cost (that is, an accumulated advertising cost that should be paid by the sponsor 100 according to the distribution of ad), and the date of registration of electronic ad. Moreover, it is more preferable to include more information regarding settlement information on whether an electronic ad has got a formal registration by the payment approval of the sponsor 100 or the electronic ad is provisionally registered by the ad-introducer member 700 and expiration information on whether the period of an electronic ad is terminated or not.

In this way, the distributor member 400 who is going to distribute electronic ads may anticipate which advertisement will give the most first advertising fee and may also feel very interested in the ad-intermediation activity itself since the members of the advertisement intermediation site 200 might think that they are playing a kind of game with calculating gain and loss. Preferably, the electronic ad information box 141 may be comprised of graphical components such as bar graphs as depicted in Fig. 8 and this may improve the visibility of various information about electronic ads. Furthermore, by clicking the present distribution condition button 142 of Fig. 8, the distributor member 400 can know in advance the information regarding where the electronic ads to be distributed are now distributed and how they are making advertising result.

IH2. Distribution on partner site

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 illustrate a case that electronic ads are distributed by using an ad-interface on the webpage of a partner site 300 according to an electronic advertisement method of the present invention, and Fig. 11 is a flow chart that shows a process for distributing electronic ads to distribution page 150, 160 of a partner site 300 according to an electronic advertisement method of the present invention.

At first, referring to Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the ad-interfaces 152, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 are provided on the distribution page 150, 160 of the partner site 300 in the shapes of image, underline 151, text and so on.

For example, when the distributor member 400 visiting the distribution page 150, 160 of the partner site 300 clicks on the ad-interface creator 164 to create an ad-
interface or creates an ad-interface by right-clicking and designates the posting place of the created ad-interface, electronic ads are shown to the distributor member 400 on the ad-selection window 165 of pop-up type interlocking with the ad-interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169. Here, the posting place of the ad-interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 can be designated by the distributor member 400 by means of drag-and-drop.

[203] The electronic ads distributed in the shape of ad-interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 on the partner site 300 are shown to web users in the form of single body incorporating with the written text. When the general web user 600 visiting the partner site 300 moves the mouse on the highlighted or underlined ad-interface or image-type ad-interface that indicates there is attached an ad, the electronic ads matched with the ad-interface are immediately provided in a form of pop-up window, or the website 150' according to the electronic ad is automatically launched.

[204] In this way, the immediate interlocking interface may facilitate the distribution of electronic ads and achieve a high degree of contextual advertisement that cannot be expected in the prior art since the electronic ads is able to be posted on the exact positions related with the ads among the body substance of a bulletin.

[205] In the meantime, the distributor member 400 is able to make one ad-interface interlock with a plurality of electronic ads.

[206] Now, explanations on the distribution process of electronic ads according to the present invention will be given referring to Fig. 3, Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

[207] First, when a web user visits a partner site 300, the web user is provided with the distribution pages 150, 160 and may use the ad-interface creator 164 or operate the mouse such as right-click so as to create an ad-interface(step S21). Here, when the web user clicks on the ad-interface creator 164, the partner code activated in the terminal of the web user will execute the distribution claim(thereinafter, "first claim") that makes the web user log-in to the advertisement intermediation site 200 for claiming the web user's ad-distribution activity and secure the distributor member 400 ID of the web user(step S22).

[208] After step S22 is finished, the ad-interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 follows the distributor member 400's mouse so that they can be posted anywhere of the distribution page 150, 160, and the ad-interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 will be fixed at the posting place designated by the distributor member 400 when the distributor member 400 founds a proper position for distribution among the body substance of a bulletin(step S24). Here, the ad-interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 are inserted in the body substance 163 of the distribution pages 150, 160, and the inserting
operation may be performed by inserting an image of "AD" between letters of the body substance or overlapping an image of "AD" on a picture included in the body substance.

[209] In addition, like 169-1 of Fig. 10, it is also possible to place the electronic ads utilizing the empty space beside the picture of the body substance of the distribution pages 150, 160. The distribution type such as reference mineral 169-1 is a case that the electronic ad itself includes a brief summary of advertisement directly shown to the network user.

[210] Moreover, when the posting place of the ad-interface is determined, the script of the advertisement intermediation site 200 acquires information regarding the posting place (for example, coordinate value on the screen) in which the ad-interface is installed on the distribution pages 150, 160 so that the ad-interfaces 152, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 can be always positioned at the right position intended by the distributor member 400 whenever the distribution page 150, 160 is loaded by the general web user 600. In regard to this, it is preferable for the advertisement intermediation site 200 to scan the body substance of the distribution page 150, 160 and search areas between letters or areas that do not have any texts or pictures so as to find a relative position that the posting place of the ad-interfaces 152, 164, 166, 167, 169 have inside the body substance. By this way, it is possible show the ad-interfaces 152, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 on the exact position intended by the distributor member 400 among the body substance regardless of size or resolution of the web browser used by the web user visiting the distribution page 150, 160.

[211] When the ad-interfaces 152, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 are fixed on a specific position by double-click or right-click of mouse, the terminal of the distributor member 400 is provided with a ad-selection window 165 transmitted from the advertisement intermediation site 200(step S25), and the distributor member 400 may, for example, input the search word "Vietnam" in the searching box 165-1 in accordance with the body substance about "Ho Chi Minh in Vietnam" so as to search electronic ads related with Vietnam.

[212] Afterwards, the distributor member 400 may look over brief ad-content 165-2 together with the actual number of distribution to other sites or the distribution status 165-3 about the searched electronic ads, and then select at least one electronic ad that will interlock with the fixed ad-interfaces 152, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 by clicking the distribution button 165-4 or clicking both the check box 165-5 and confirmation button 165-6(step S26).
When the distributor member 400 completes the selection of posting place of ad-
interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 and at least one ad, the process proceeds to step
S27 to store the identifier of the selected electronic ad, the posting place of ad-
interfaces IS, 164-1, 166, 167, 169, ID of the distribution page 150, 160 where the
electronic ad is distributed, distributor member 400 ID of the advertisement inter-
mediation site together in the DB server 220 of the advertisement intermediation site 200, and manages this as distribution history information(step S27). For reference, the
ID of the distribution page 160, 160 is an identifier that the advertisement inter-
mediation site 200 itself creates and manages for the purpose of differentiating the dis-
tribution pages 150, 160. If the partner site 300 gives different URL's per distribution
pages that include bulletins, this URL 161 information can be used to create the ID of
the distribution pages 150, 160. In addition, if the partner site 300 does not give
different URL's per different distribution pages, the advertisement intermediation site 200 needs to analyze the property of the distribution pages 150, 160 for the purpose of differentiating the distribution pages. In case of Fig. 10, the distribution page 160 has a
bulletin properties 162 comprising bulletin title, writing time and writer's nickname,
and thus the advertisement intermediation site 200 may create an identifier for the dis-
tribution page 160 based on this property information 162.

Next, Fig. 12 illustrates how to execute a re-distribution interface 146 according to
an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Fig. 12, the distribution page 145
where the electronic ad is distributed contains electronic ads together with a re-
distribution interface 146 of button type. Therefore, a general web user 600 who
visited the first distribution page 145 is also able to copy the electronic ads, identifiers
of the copied electronic ads and identifier of the re-distributor member on clipboard
with the support of the advertisement intermediation site 200 by clicking this re-
distribution interface 146, and then paste the copied electronic ads to a page designated
by the re-distributor member among the pages of other sites 145-1, 145-2, 145-3 so as
to execute the re-distribution step. At this point, it should be noted that the general web
user 600 who wants to execute the re-distribution step needs to perform the access
process(that is, the first claim process) toward the advertisement intermediation site
200 as a distributor member 400 to take the support of the re-distribution step from the
advertisement intermediation site 200. After the re-distribution of electronic ad is
executed, the management step for the re-distributed electronic ad will be the same
with that for the case of general distribution. That is, the re-distributor member will
take a reward based on the first advertising fee calculated by summing up the ad-
vertising result of the re-distributed ad per re-distributor members using the identifier of the re-distributor member. Here, the fee rate for the first advertising fee of the re-distributor member may be adjusted to consider the balance with the fee rate of original distributor member.

IV. Securing of electronic bulletin

If a website is registered as a partner site 300 of the advertisement intermediation site 200, the writer member 500 is able to write an electronic bulletin in the partner site 300. Of course, it might be possible to write an electronic bulletin such as a text or a blog in the website even before the website becomes a partner site, but if the website is registered as a partner site 300, it is possible to execute the process for the bulletin writer claiming his or her writing activity in the partner site 300 toward the advertisement intermediation site 200, which is called bulletin writing claim.

The bulletin writing claim may include not only a case that the writer member 500 logged-in the advertisement intermediation site 200 writes the bulletin in the partner site 300 as indicated by a solid line in Fig. 3, but also a case that a general web user writes a bulletin first and then logs in the advertisement intermediation site 200 by the bulletin writing claim function executed on the partner site 300 so as to report his or her bulletin.

In addition, the bulletin writing claim does not have to be executed at the time of writing bulletins, but may be performed to the electronic bulletin already written. It is also possible to make every afterwards bulletin automatically go through the bulletin writing claim. Of course, if the partner site 300 provides the advertisement intermediation site 200 with its membership information, it would be easier to execute the bulletin writing claim.

The present invention encourages the bulleting writing in the partner site 300 for advertising as many ads that correspond to the visiting purpose of the general web user 600 visiting websites as possible. Here, it should be noted that the writing member 500 is not related with the distributor member 400 at all, but a web user who is basically functioning as a member of the partner site 300. That is, in the present invention, a person who writes an electronic bulletin on the partner site 300 is encouraged to notify the advertisement intermediation site 200 of his or her bulletin writing activity and thereby able to take a reward of third advertising fee for providing bulletins where the electronic ads are distributed although the person did not participate in advertising directly. In this way, it is possible to improve the effectiveness of ad-distribution by
explicitly differentiating the roles of writer member 500 and distributor member 400, and at the same time it is also possible to revitalize the distribution of electronic ads with securing a lot of bulletins with good quality.

[221] Now the bulletin securing process of electronic ads according to the present invention will be explained in detail. Fig. 13 depicts an example of a bulletin page 170 written in a partner site 300, and Fig. 14 is a flow chart to illustrate how an electronic bulletin 170 written on the webpage of a partner site 300 is claimed (that is, second claim) according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[222] Referring to Fig. 3, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, the web user accesses the web server 310 of the partner site 300 and writes an electronic bulletin 170 (step S31) or visits the bulletin page 170 written by himself or herself in the partner site 300 (step S32). In this case, the web server 310 of the partner site 300 provides the webpage requested by the web user together and at the same time the partner code of <JS> type as described above is transmitted to the terminal of the web user. Thus, if the bulletin page written by the web user is not the page of the partner site 300, the result of step S33 will be "NO" since there is no partner code installed in that bulletin. If the partner code is installed in the bulletin, the result of step S33 will be "YES" and the process for the bulletin writing claim will be continued.

[223] Next, when the web user visiting the bulletin page 170 of the partner site 300 clicks the bulletin writing claim button 176 so as to activate the second claim function (step S34), the script of the advertisement intermediation site 200 creates the ID of the bulletin page 170 and executes log-in module to the advertisement intermediation site 200 so as to judge whether the web user who clicked the bulletin writing claim button 176 is the true writer of that bulletin (step S35).

[224] Here, the ID (that may be also called article ID) of the bulletin page 170 is a bulletin identifier that is created by the advertisement intermediation site 200 in itself based on the analysis of the properties of the bulletin page 170. That is, if the partner site 300 gives its own unique URL 171 to the bulletin page 170 as depicted in Fig. 6, this URL 171 may be used as the ID of the bulletin page. However, for example, if the partner site 300 does not give different URL’s by adopting paging buttons 172, the advertisement intermediation site 200 will judge that it is impossible to identify the bulletin page based on URL information after scanning the bulletin page 170, and in this case the advertisement intermediation site 200 needs to analyze various components or properties included in the bulletin page 170 so as to create the identifier of the bulletin page. In case of Fig. 13, since the partner site 300 exposes not only URL
171 but also a unique number 173 that can be used to access to the present bulletin, this unique number 173 may be utilized to create the ID of the bulletin page.

In the meantime, the method for judging whether the web user who clicks the bulletin writing claim button 176 and tries to the second claim is the true writer of the present bulletin page 170 or not may be, for example, a method in which the script of the advertisement mediation site 200 automatically execute the process of going through the amendment of the webpage 170. This method is using the point that only the person who had written the bulletin has the bulletin amendment authority in most sites that allows bulletin writing. Therefore, for example, it is possible to find out whether a web user who is executing the second claim is a true writer or not by using the amendment function included in the amendment button 175 of the bulletin page 170 and checking the web user's amendment authority.

If the web user executing the second claim is acknowledged as the true writer of the bulletin page 170 through said processes("YES" in step S36), the advertisement mediation site 200 records the unique page ID given to the bulletin page 170 and ID of the bulletin writer (that is, the advertisement mediation site 200 ID of the web user who succeeded in the second claim) together in the DB server 220 of the advertisement mediation site 200 so as to provide the web user with the third advertising fee by acknowledging the web user as the writer member 500 based on the advertising result occurring in the bulletin page 170 afterwards(step S37). Of course, if the web user performing step S35 is proven to be a false writer of the bulletin("NO" in step S36), the bulletin writing claim process will be terminated.

For reference, when the web user executing the second claim is acknowledged as a true writer of the bulletin according to the present invention, the following method may be used for the advertisement mediation site 200 to automatically acknowledge the successful second claim to every bulletin that is written or will be written afterwards in the partner site 300 by the web user who once succeeded in the second claim. The method is to analyze the structure of the webpage 170 by the function of the advertisement mediation site 200 that executes the second claim. For example, if a specific partner site 300 registered on the advertisement mediation site 200 adopts a policy to expose the ID (that is, the partner site ID, not the advertisement mediation site ID) of the bulletin writer inside the webpage where a bulletin is written, it would be possible to scan the portion of the webpage that contains the ID by the claim script file and match the scanned ID with the writer member 500 ID who has ever succeeded in the second claim before. For instance, since there is
exposed a nickname 174 of a writer member X who has writer member ID "WNJY" which is proven to be succeeded in the second claim for the bulletin page 170, the advertisement intermediation site 200 may automatically acknowledge that the writer member 500 X(ID: "WNJY") of the advertisement intermediation site 200 is true writer of other bulletins that are written on the web pages of the partner site 300 by "HaHaHa WNJY" based on the partner site nickname information 174.

V. Reading of electronic ads and Management of advertising result

After the electronic ads are distributed on the distribution page 150, 160 of the partner site 300 by the distributor member 400, the general web user 600 visiting the distribution page 150, 160 may read the ads through the ad-interfaces 152, 164-1, 166, 167, 169 included in the body substance.

That is, as depicted in Fig. 10, when a general web user 600 takes an action such as on-mouse or click on the ad-interfaces of the webpage 160 where electronic ads are distributed, there is provided an ad-window 168 of pop-up type including both the electronic ads 168-2 and the distributor ID information 168-6 linked with the ad-interface 169. The ad-window 168 provides a brief explanation of the electronic ad 168-3 and so-far status of distribution 168-4 about each ad. Preferably, the ad-window 168 may include a message 168-1 that explains or advertises the advertisement intermediation site 200. It is also preferable to install a bulletin writing claim button 168-9 in the ad-window 168 for the writer member 500 who wrote the body substance of the distribution page 160 to execute the bulletin writing claim(the second claim).

Moreover, the general web user 600 reading the ads may click the distribution button 168-5 of the ad-window 168, execute the first claim, and then distribute the electronic ads to some other desirable position inside the body substance 163. Also, the general web user 600 may click the ad-adding button 168-7 in the ad-window 168 to bring the ad-selection window 165 and execute the first claim for the distribution of electronic ads. Furthermore, the distributor member 400 who is in session of log-in to the advertisement intermediation site 200 may select and copy an ad on the clipboard from the advertisement intermediation site 200 by using CTRL+C key to fetch and paste it to the ad-window 168 by using the ad-paste button 168-8. The above-mentioned methods are ways to distribute electronic ads by means of adding electronic ads to the ad-window 168.

Continuously referring to Fig. 10, the partner code activated in the distribution page 160 executes a function that transmits the history of general web user 600’s activities
to the advertisement intermediation site 200 and in this way the advertisement intermediation site 200 detects the occurrence of the advertising result in the distribution page 150, 160, records the amount of fees reflecting the advertising result according to the "exposure" per the identifier of the exposed electronic ad 168-2 through the ad-window 168 and ID's of the sponsor 100, the distributor member 400 who distributed the electronic ad 168-2, the writer member 500 of the distribution page 160 where the electronic ad 168-2 is exposed and manager member of the partner site 300, and increases the number of ad-exposure and stores the increased number to the DB server 220.

If the general web user 600 who opened the ad-window 168 at the distribution page 160 moves to the sponsor's page by clicking the electronic ad, the advertisement intermediation site 200 records the amount of fees reflecting the advertising result according to the "click" per the identifier of the clicked electronic ad 168-2 and ID's of the sponsor 100, the distributor member 400 who distributed the electronic ad 168-2, the writer member 500 of the distribution page 160 where the electronic ad 168-2 is clicked and manager member of the partner site 300, and increases the number of ad-click and stores the increased number to the DB server 220.

Here, the advertising result in the present invention may include the exposure number and the click number (of course, the present invention is not limited to this). That is, exposing the electronic ad to a general web user 600 on other site may not be enough for the sponsor 100 to acknowledge the advertising outcome of electronic ads that he or she paid advertising cost for the registration on the advertisement intermediation site 200. Instead, the sponsor 100 may acknowledge the occurrence of the advertising result only when the general web user 600 visiting other sites clicks the sponsor 100's ad to recognize the content of the ad. Of course, the number of exposure may be still the advertising result. The number of exposure shows how many internet users visit the site where the electronic ad is distributed, and thus the advertisement intermediation site 200 is able to grasp the number of exposure by monitoring the traffic of the site where the electronic ad is distributed.

Since a member of the advertisement intermediation site 200 may participate in electronic advertising with performing multiple roles such as distributor member, manager member of partner site, writer member and ad-introducer member in the present invention, it is preferable to provide a unified management interface 180 that shows the distribution status of the electronic ad at a glance as depicted in Fig. 15. For reference, Fig. 15 exemplifies the management tap 181 for the ad-introducer member.
among the management taps of the unified management interface 180.

So far preferable embodiments of the present invention have been provided, but the
technical idea of the present invention is not limited to above-described embodiment.
For example, although the above-described embodiment is related to the advertisement
intermediation method for the advertisement intermediation site on the internet, the
electronic advertisement method provided in the present invention may be applied to
any kind of network environment including wireless mobile communication. In this
case, SMS server may be systematically needed.

Moreover, the concept of the first advertising fee and the second advertising fee
according to the present invention may be utilized to the multi-level ad-intermediation.
That is, for example, if a partner site is a portal site, the general internet user who is
visiting the portal site and distributing electronic ads will be provided with the first ad-
vertising fee and the manager of the portal site will be provided with the second ad-
vertising fee. However, since the distribution of electronic ads to the blog or mini-
homepage is possible when the portal site provides blogs or mini-homepages, in this
case the owner of the blog or mini-homepage will be rewarded with the second ad-
vertising fee and the distributor who distributed electronic ads to the blog or mini-
homepage will be rewarded with the first advertising fee. Therefore, according to the
present invention, multi-level ad-intermediation chain comprised of "portal site
manager owner of blog or mini-homepage distributor member" may be possible. In
this case, the manager of the portal site will be paid based on the sunmed amount of
money applied with different advertisement charge rate according to whether the
electronic ad is distributed in the portal site or blog/mini-homepage provided by the
portal site.

In addition, it should be noted that the amount of said first to fourth advertising fee
can be varied according to not only the criteria for judging the advertising result but
also the policy determined by the sponsor 100 or advertisement intermediation site
200. Exemplifying for the purpose of detailed description, if the sponsor 100 removed
the possibility of paying the fourth advertising fee by voluntarily introducing his or her
electronic ad, the sponsor 100 may have a margin to request the discount of advertising
cost to be paid to the advertisement intermediation site 200. For instance, when
assuming that the first, second and fourth advertising fee is determined by the 10% of
advertising cost per a click, if the ad-introducer member 700 introduced the electronic
ad before the sponsor 100's registration, 7,000Won of 10,000Won will be taken by the
advertisement intermediation site 200 and 1,000Won of the remaining 3,000Won will
be distributed to the distributor member 400, manager member of partner site 300 and ad-introducer member 700, respectively. Thus, when the sponsor 100 voluntarily registered its electronic ad and removed the payment factor of 1,000Won for the fourth advertising fee, the sponsor 100 may request the fee-rate of the first and second advertising fee to be raised to 15% so as to revitalize the distribution of electronic ad toward the advertisement intermediation site 200, or may request the advertisement intermediation site 230 to reduce the advertising cost to 9,000Won and maintain the first and second advertising fee with 1,000Won. By this way, the present invention may indirectly encourage the sponsor 100 to voluntarily register its electronic ad. Besides, for example, the timing when the ID of distribution page and ID of bulletin page are generated may be freely adjusted before or after the distribution claim or bulletin writing claim is completed in Fig. 7 or Fig. 14.

[240] In this way, it shall be understood that all modifications and embodiments conceived from the meaning and scope of the claims and their equivalents are included in the scope of the present invention in view of a person skilled in the art.

Industrial Applicability

[241] According to the present invention, anybody using the network environment regardless of owning a site can distribute electronic ads to arbitrary sites that allow the text writing so as to positively participate in advertising and take a reward for the distribution activity. Furthermore, since the advertising is made in a single body with the bulletin of other site, the electronic ads of the present invention may be thought as a part of the bulletin rather than a separate advertisement and thus reduce the rejection reaction on the electronic ads. In addition, since the first advertising fee for the distributor member is increased as the advertising result gets better, if at all possible, the distributor member may be encouraged to distribute the electronic ad to a bulletin which is closely related with the ad, and this in turn will help the electronic ad becoming more useful information to the users reading the bulletin.

[242] Also, the present invention adopts the concept of the partner site and ad-interface to implement a platform that can greatly facilitate the ad-distribution via the advertisement intermediation site and achieve contextual advertisement at the same time. The present invention also provides a tool by which the sponsor member, the distributor member, the ad-introducer member and the manager member of partner site in the advertisement intermediation site can manage the distribution status and advertising result of electronic ads in an organized and unified way so that the electronic advertising industry may be revitalized.
Claims

[1] An electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising:
registering an electronic ad of a sponsor with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site;
distributing the registered electronic ad to a text writing area of other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the registered electronic ad to said other site including at least one text writing area;
monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; and
rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result of the distributor member.

[2] An electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising:
registering an electronic ad of a sponsor with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site;
receiving a request from a manager member who manages a site to make the site a partner site and establishing a partnership with the site of the manager member with installing an ad-interface in the partner site;
distributing the registered electronic ad to the partner site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the registered electronic ad to the partner site using the ad-interface;
monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; and
rewarding the partner site with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a second advertising fee based on the advertising result at the partner site.

[3] An electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising:
registering an electronic ad of a sponsor with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site;
distributing the registered electronic ad to other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the registered electronic ad to said other site;

monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result;

transmitting a partnership request message with the advertising result to a manager of said other site and making said other site a partner site with installing an ad-interface that enables said distributing in the partner site; and

rewarding the partner site with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a second advertising fee based on the advertising result at the partner site.

An electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site that manages a database of at least an electronic ad of at least a sponsor together with an ad-identifier of each electronic ad and interlocks with at least one partner site providing a distribution page where the electronic ad is distributed, comprising:

providing an ad-interface that can be placed anywhere inside the distribution page by a distributor member who visits the partner site and is going to distribute the electronic ad to the partner site as a member of the advertisement intermediation site;

providing the electronic ad of the database for selection of the distributor member when the distributor member designates a posting position of the ad-interface and securing a distribution history information including the ad-identifier of the distributed electronic ad, an identifier of the distributor member, an identifier of the distribution page and the posting position information when the distributor member selects the electronic ad that will be distributed and loaded through the ad-interface;

monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the electronic ad distributed using the ad-interface based on the distribution history information so as to calculate an advertising result; and

rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result.

An electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site that manages a database of at least an electronic ad of at least a sponsor together
with an ad-identifier of each electronic ad and interlocks with at least one partner site providing a distribution page where the electronic ad is distributed installing an ad-interface that enables ad-distribution in the partner site, comprising:

- securing a bulletin of the partner site, a writer-identifier of a writer member who writes the bulletin in the partner site as a member of the advertisement intermediation site, and a bulletin page identifier of the bulletin;
- providing the ad-interface that can be placed anywhere inside the bulletin page by a distributor member who visits the distribution page and is going to distribute the electronic ad as a member of the advertisement intermediation site;
- providing the electronic ad of the database for selection of the distributor member when the distributor member designates a posting position of the ad-interface and securing a distribution history information including the ad-identifier of the distributed electronic ad, an identifier of the distributor member, the writer-identifier, an identifier of the distribution page and the posting position information when the distributor member selects the electronic ad that will be distributed and loaded through the ad-interface;
- monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the electronic ad distributed using the ad-interface based on the distribution history information so as to calculate an advertising result; and
- rewarding the writer member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a third advertising fee based on the advertising result.

An electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising:

- provisionally registering an electronic ad of a sponsor introduced by an ad-introducer member with an ad-identifier of the electronic ad and an ad-introducer-identifier and displaying the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site;
- distributing the provisionally registered electronic ad to other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the provisionally registered electronic ad to said other site;
- monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result;
- transmitting a formal registration request message to the sponsor of the provisionally registered electronic ad and formally registering the provisionally
registered electronic ad on condition of the sponsor paying advertising cost when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message; and rewarding the ad-introducer member with a portion of the advertising cost as a fourth advertising fee based on the advertising result of the ad-introducer member.

[7] An electronic advertisement method using an advertisement intermediation site, comprising:
randomly or selectively extracting an electronic ad existing in an arbitrary site, automatically and provisionally registering the electronic ad with an ad-identifier of the extracted electronic ad, and displaying the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site;
distributing the provisionally registered electronic ad to other site with attaching a distributor-identifier when a distributor member distributes the provisionally registered electronic ad to said other site;
monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the distributed electronic ad using the ad-identifier and the distributor-identifier so as to calculate an advertising result; and
transmitting a formal registration request message to a sponsor of the provisionally registered electronic ad and formally registering the provisionally registered electronic ad on condition of the sponsor paying advertising cost when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message.

[8] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 2 to 5, wherein the ad-interface is provided in a shape of advertisement mark that notifies the existence of the distributed electronic ad inside a body substance of the partner site including at least one of text, underline or image.

[9] The electronic advertisement method of claim 4 or 5, wherein the identifier of the distribution page among the distribution history information is a URL of the distribution page or an ID of the distribution page that is created based on page property acquired by the advertisement intermediation site scanning components of the distribution page.

[10] The electronic advertisement method of claim 4 or 5, relative position between the ad-interface and a body substance of the distribution page is uniformly maintained regardless of a structure, size or resolution of network browser used by a network user visiting the distribution page based on the posting position information.
[11] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 1 to 7, further comprising: performing a first claim for the distributor member reporting said distributing activity to the advertisement intermediation site before the electronic ad is distributed when non-member or non-login member of the advertisement intermediation site is trying to distribute the electronic ad.

[12] The electronic advertisement method of claim 5, wherein said securing the bulletin of the partner site includes performing a second claim for the writer member reporting an activity of writing the bulletin in the partner site to the advertisement intermediation site when the bulletin page is written by non-member or non-login member of the advertisement intermediation site.

[13] The electronic advertisement method of claim 12, wherein said securing the bulletin of the partner site includes judging whether a network user has a rightful authority to amend the bulletin page when the network user is trying the second claim so as to identify whether the network user is a true writer of the written bulletin or not.

[14] The electronic advertisement method of claim 12, wherein said securing the bulletin of the partner site includes: acquiring a property of the bulletin page by scanning components of the bulletin page; analyzing writer property information that shows identification of a true writer of the bulletin page among the acquired property of the bulletin page; and executing the second claim automatically for all the bulletin pages that have a property corresponding with the analyzed writer property information in the partner site.

[15] The electronic advertisement method of claim 6, further comprising: setting a limitation to prohibit at least one of said displaying, said distributing and said monitoring or deleting the distributed electronic ad in a lump when the formal registration request message is denied by the sponsor, wherein the fourth advertising fee is not provided to the ad-introducer member and a charge rate for the fourth advertising fee for the same ad-introducer member is increased.

[16] The electronic advertisement method of claim 6, further comprising: rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result of the distributor member when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message, wherein the fourth advertising fee is not provided to the ad-introducer member when the sponsor denied the formal registration request message, and a charge
rate of the first advertising fee that will be applied to the distributor member who
distributed the denied provisionally registered electronic ad or the ad-introducer
member who introduced the denied provisionally registered electronic ad is
increased for the same distributor member or the same ad-introducer member.

[17] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 2, 3, 5 and 7, further
comprising: rewarding the distributor member with a portion of an advertising
cost paid by the sponsor as a first advertising fee based on the advertising result
of the distributor member.

[18] The electronic advertisement method of claim 4 or 5, further comprising:
rewarding the partner site with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the
sponsor as a second advertising fee based on the advertising result at the partner
site.

[19] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein a
member of the advertisement intermediation site is provided with a management
interface that enables management of the distribution status of the electronic ad.

[20] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the
distributed electronic ad includes a reply area that allows a reply on the
distributed electronic ad.

[21] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the
distributed electronic ad includes a re-distribution interface that enables
additional distribution of the distributed electronic ad to another site, and
further comprising: re-distributing the distributed electronic ad to said another
site using the re-distribution interface by the distributor member of the ad-
vertisement intermediation site, wherein the distributor member includes a
member who re-distributed the electronic ad.

[22] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the
electronic ad is made by an ad-naking tool provided by the advertisement inter-
mediation site.

[23] The electronic advertisement method of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein said
distributing of the electronic ad is performed on an electronic map that reflects a
geographical information of the electronic ad.

[24] The electronic advertisement method of claim 1, wherein said distributing of the
electronic ad is performed by means of copy-and-paste with copying the
electronic ad from a server of the advertisement intermediation site on clipboard
and pasting it to said other site, and a text included in the electronic ad copied on
the clipboard is made into an image by the server of the advertisement intermediation site.

An electronic advertisement system using an advertisement intermediation site that includes a main server for providing network site, a database server for managing at least an electronic ad of at least a sponsor together with an ad-identifier of each electronic ad and a settlement server and interlocks with at least one partner site having an installation of a partner code and providing a distribution page where the electronic ad is distributed, wherein the partner code calls and executes an advertisement intermediation script of the advertisement intermediation site on a terminal of network user visiting the partner site, and wherein functions of the advertisement intermediation script comprising: securing a bulletin of the partner site, a writer-identifier of a writer member who writes the bulletin in the partner site as a member of the advertisement intermediation site, and a bulletin page identifier of the bulletin; providing an ad-interface that can be placed anywhere inside the bulletin page by a distributor member who visits the distribution page and is going to distribute the electronic ad as a member of the advertisement intermediation site; providing the electronic ad of the database for selection of the distributor member when the distributor member designates a posting position of the ad-interface and securing a distribution history information including the ad-identifier of the distributed electronic ad, distributor-identifier, writer-identifier, distribution page identifier and posting position information when the distributor member selects the electronic ad that will be loaded through the ad-interface; monitoring distribution status, exposure number and click number of the electronic ad distributed using the ad-interface based on the distribution history information so as to calculate an advertising result; and rewarding the distributor member, the partner site and the writer member with a portion of an advertising cost paid by the sponsor as a first, second and third advertising fee based on the advertising result, respectively.

The electronic advertisement system of claim 25, wherein the advertisement intermediation site acquires an ad-introducer-identifier of an ad-introducer member of the advertisement intermediation site who provisionally registers the electronic ad on the advertisement intermediation site together with the ad-identifier of the provisionally registered electronic ad, wherein the advertisement intermediation script performs said providing the ad-
interface, said distributing and said monitoring of the provisionally registered electronic ad, and
wherein the advertisement intermediation site transmits a formal registration request message to a sponsor of the provisionally registered electronic ad and formally registers the provisionally registered electronic ad on condition of the sponsor paying advertising cost when the sponsor consents to the formal registration request message.

[27] The electronic advertisement system of claim 25, wherein the advertisement intermediation script performs a partner judgment process for judging whether the partner code is normally executed in the partner site or not.
[Fig. 4]

Registering ad

- **ad information**
  - category
  - keyword
  - title
  - abstract (advertising wording)
  - LINK
  - CPC (CLICK PER COST)
  - position/address

- **sponsor information**
  - sponsor title
  - sponsor keyword
  - sponsor category
  - sponsor introduction
  - LINK
  - sponsor address/position
  - E-mail
  - FAX
  - phone number

[Fig. 5]

YOUCRAD Sponsor report on advertising result: During provisional registration

- YOUCRAD is a service that enables any users to create ads and share the profit of the result. Detail...

- Your ad 'A' was provisionally registered on YOUCRAD and distributed totally 263 times to be exposed 17582 times and clicked 530 times at the period of 3 months from 02/2008 to 03/2008. Detail... 122

- The period of 'free service' for ad 'A' has been terminated. If you want it to be resumed convert the status of ad 'A' into 'paid service'. Advantages of paid service... 123

- If paid service is not activated, the advertising process will eventually be terminated. What happens after termination? 124

Accept 'paid service' 125
[Fig. 6]

**YOU CRAD** Partner report on advertising result - During test period

YOU CRAD reports the result of advertisement on your site. Details...

Your site has made totally 54,345 exposures and 243 clicks of "YOU CRAD" ads for a month from 02/2008 to 03/2008, and thus produced advertising profit of $156.

If you want to share the profit, register your site as partner. After the registration of partner, you will share all of the advertisement profit occurring in your site afterwards.

Register for Partner Site

[Fig. 7]

```
START
Manager of arbitrary web site visits the advertisement intermediation site. S10

Is the web site manager a member of the advertisement intermediation site? S11

Yes Log-in S12

Request the establishment of partnership. S14

The advertisement intermediation site requests additional information such as an account and URL of the web site and stores them in the DB server together with the web site manager's ID of the advertisement intermediation site. S15

Is partner qualification examination successful? S16

Yes The advertisement intermediation site provides the manager member of the web site with a partner code and judges whether the partner code is installed in the web site in order or not. S17

Finish the process for partnership establishment S18

END
```

No Log-in after subscription. S13

No Notify the web site manager of the partner rejection message. S19
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title / Abstract / Link / Keyword</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Average click-rate</th>
<th>Total click</th>
<th>Total distribution</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
<th>Date of registration</th>
<th>Account settlement</th>
<th>Terminated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development tool download - components &amp; source <a href="http://www.componentsmour.com">www.componentsmour.com</a></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>822 $</td>
<td>1/2/08</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homepage development - high quality design <a href="http://www.ebart.com">www.ebart.com</a></td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>457 $</td>
<td>1/7/08</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTGG cell-phones - slim DMB, slider, folder <a href="http://www.ktgg.com">www.ktgg.com</a></td>
<td>480</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>1298</td>
<td>356 $</td>
<td>1/21/08</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide TVS display &amp; sale - lowest prices order now <a href="http://www.adver1999.com">www.adver1999.com</a></td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>2/3/08</td>
<td>2/3/08</td>
<td>NOT YET</td>
<td>Distribute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Windows Internet Explorer**

Address(0) [http://www.partnerxte1.com/board/id=29435](http://www.partnerxte1.com/board/id=29435)

Wish my cat were more healthy... giving cat food AD with cleaning his cage

---

**My cat...**

---

**Windows Internet Explorer**

Address(0) [http://www.catfoodsell.com](http://www.catfoodsell.com)

Welcome to ‘catfoodhouse.com’

Catfood1 / Catfood2

- $20
- $25
After traveling Vietnam for a while, I have a new perspective on its culture and people. Vietnam's rich history and diverse landscapes make it a fascinating destination for travelers. In this article, I will explore some of the top attractions in Vietnam and offer tips for visitors.

1. Ho Chi Minh City
   - The bustling metropolis of Ho Chi Minh City is a great place to start your Vietnam adventure. The city is home to many historical sites, including the Reunification Palace and the War Remnants Museum. Ho Chi Minh City is also known for its delicious street food and vibrant nightlife.

2. Hanoi
   - Hanoi is the capital city of Vietnam and is known for its unique culture and history. The city is famous for its ancient architecture, including the Old Quarter and the Imperial Citadel. Hanoi is also known for its delicious Vietnamese cuisine, which is known for its use of fresh herbs and spices.

3. Halong Bay
   - Halong Bay is a UNESCO World Heritage site and is known for its stunning karst formations and clear blue waters. Visitors can take a boat tour to explore the bay and enjoy the beautiful scenery.

4. Mekong Delta
   - The Mekong Delta is a fascinating region known for its lush vegetation and traditional Vietnamese culture. Visitors can take a boat tour to explore the delta and visit the floating markets.

5. Sapa
   - Sapa is a mountainous region in northern Vietnam known for its stunning landscapes and vibrant culture. Visitors can hike through the mountains and explore the local markets.

In conclusion, Vietnam is a fascinating destination with a rich history and unique culture. Whether you are interested in history, nature, or adventure, Vietnam has something to offer. So pack your bags and get ready for an unforgettable trip to Vietnam!
A web user clicks on the ad-interface creator inside the bulletin page.  

Execute distribution claim.  

An ad-interface follows the movement of mouse.  

The distributor member fixes the ad-interface at an arbitrary Posting position inside the bulletin page.  

An ad-selection window including advertisement list is provided by the advertisement intermediation site.  

The distributor member selects at least one ad.  

The ad-identifier of the selected electronic ad, the distributor-identifier, the distribution page identifier and the posting position information are stored together in the the DB server and managed as a distribution history information in the advertisement intermediation site.  

END
Hello~

User Nickname: HaHaHa WNJY

I took a picture with my buddies in a game I'm playing.
I upload this because this is my first shot.

Bulletin Writing Claim
If you claim yourself as the writer of this article, you can share advertising profit of this article.

http://www.partnersite3.com/board/536564/1/1822

08/02/03 AM 12:31
A web user writes an electronic bulletin. S31 A web user visits a bulletin page.

Is the partner code installed? S33

The web user clicks bulletin writing claim button. S34

The advertisement intermediation site creates the ID of the bulletin page and executes log-in module for the advertisement intermediation site so as to judge whether the web user is the true writer of the bulletin. S35

Is the web user's bulletin writing claim successful? S36

The advertisement intermediation site stores the ID of the bulletin page and ID of the web user together in the DB server of the advertisement intermediation site. S37

END
### Ad List Sponsored by James

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title / Keyword / Link</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Date of registration</th>
<th>Paid</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Total distribution</th>
<th>Total click</th>
<th>Click rate</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development tool download components &amp; source</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1/2/08</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Terminates</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>12.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.componentinsour.com">www.componentinsour.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29 days left</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homespae development</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>1/2/06</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Terminated</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.ebant.com">www.ebant.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide TV display &amp; sale - Low price 310$ order now</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>2/3/06</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>391 out of 1000</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>4170</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>131.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.widetvcheap.com">www.widetvcheap.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ad List Promoted by Sponsor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title / Keyword / Link</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Date of registration</th>
<th>Paid</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Total distribution</th>
<th>Total click</th>
<th>Click rate</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development tool download components &amp; source</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1/2/08</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Terminates</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>12.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.componentinsour.com">www.componentinsour.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homespae development</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>1/2/06</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Terminated</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.ebant.com">www.ebant.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide TV display &amp; sale - Low price 310$ order now</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>2/3/06</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>391 out of 1000</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>4170</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>131.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.widetvcheap.com">www.widetvcheap.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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